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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Every medium creates a primary illusion... 
tbe novel creates an illusion cf memory; 

music creates tbe illusion of passing time; 
drama creates tbe illusion ofbistory... 

pbotograpby creates tbe primary illusion of/act. 
Suzanne Langer. 1953 

Since the advent of the first permanent photographic image in 1826, 

photography has been used to document almost every aspea of the worid in 

which we live. During this time there has been litUe reason to doubt the 

factuality of photographs. Today, however, one must think twice before 

accepting pictures as accurate facsimiles of reality. 

The old clichd — pictures don't lie — may not accurately depia 

photography as we know it much longer. We may soon realize that for over 

150 years we have been depredated by seemingly truthful photography. 

In the past, silver, paper, an assortment of chemicals, and light were the 

medium's tools to produce photographic images. Today, the element of light is 

the only variable that need remain in the photographic equation. Light and 

electrical pulses stored on a magnetic disc may well be the tools of 

photography for future generations. There may be no more undesirable 

darkrooms, no more hazardous or offensive chemicals, no more brown-stained 

finger tips or semi-permanently dilated eyes of which photographers so 

frequentiy complain. 

The signals are becoming increasingly dear: the art and sdence of future 

photography may become largely digital 



Ironically, if one asks today's typical photographers if tiicy would miss the 

undesirables of pieseru day photography, diey would probably respond tiiat 

tiiey would. Their responses would correspond to many old-world journalism 

instructors who feel that computers and word-processors are just a passing 

phase and that their manual Underwood typewriters will always be on the 

cutting edge. 

One of the potential problems presented by this new digital technology 

lies not in the adoption of innovation or the emergence of technologies, but 

rather the possible erosion of photography as a representative document of 

reality. It is conceivable that the credibility of photographs may fall victim to 

this technology as a result of misuse. As noted by Upton and Upton (1989), 

photographs can be documents on many levels. For instance, photographs can 

serve as documents of aesthetic pleasure, such as in the field of fine art 

photography, in which the purpose of photographic images are usually to 

convey a mood, feeling, or emotion. Another level that photographs can serve 

is as documents of newsworthy events, such as in the field of photojournalism. 

At this level, the purpose of a news photograph is to document reality. 

According to Upton and Upton (1989), a news photograph "implies tiiat this is 

exactly what you would have seen if you had been there yourselT (emphasis 

added, p. 370). 

It has long been recognized that source credibility affects how people 

react to communication messages (McLeod, Kosicki, Allen, Amor and Philps, 

1986). From this we can assume that communication messages (or photographs 

with intent to communicate a message) can affect how people react to source 

credibility and, further, that perceived credibility of the source does affect 



message acceptance (Hovland & Weiss, 1951; Hovland, Janis and KeUcy, 1957; 

McLeod et ai., 1986). 

Photographic images, like tiie written or spoken word, are susceptible to 

similar prejudices and suspidons associated with credibility. As proposed by 

Hye-ryeon Lee (1989), media credibility should be understood not as an 

objective property of the source itself, but as a perception of an individual tiiat 

is topic-specific. 

Within the context of photography, this is to say that photographic images 

are currentiy perceit/ed as credible not because of an objective property 

bestowed upon photography, but rather an earned feature. This feature has 

been established through years of tmthfiil messages brought about by 

photographs. With the new technological developments, this aspect of 

photography may be in doubt. 

"One of the most frightening potential implications, even if unethical 

manipulations never occur from this day forward...is the potential loss of 

credibility of tiie photographic image" (Terry, 1990, p. 100). As noted by Shiela 

Reaves of the University of Wisconsin, "credibility is all we have in journalism 

That's the only reason people have been listening to us, because they think 

what we're doing is objective and impartial and truthful, .once you lose the 

public's credibility it's gone" (cited in Parker, 1988, p. 56). 

This research will attempt to address the main issue that has surfaced in 

the literature regarding electronic imaging and digital photography: will 

photographs lose their credibility, due to technological advances in digital 

photo imaging which make image manipulation feasible? 



Specifically, tiiis study will examine whether, once tiie public becomes 

more aware of the ease and exteiu to which photographic images can be 

manipulated and altered to represent something otiier tiian a real situation or 

event, tiiat knowledge will influence tiieir perceptions of tiie believability and 

credibility of photographs. 

Past research regarding tiiis topic has been primarily directed toward 

considering the attitudes and behavior of professional photographers and 

photo editors in the media. This research attempts to expand this line of 

research by targeting one segment of the general public and examining its 

attitude toward the accuracy of photographic images. 

Specifically, the impact of knowledge was tested by exposing one group 

to the current abilities that magazines, newspapers and television networks 

have at their disposal regarding photographic manipulation and alteration. 

These subjects were also given an insightful look at the future of digital 

imaging prior to receiving a questionnaire regarding photographic image 

credibility and believability. In order to control for outside factors, another 

group was given no instruction or information regarding digital imaging before 

responding to a similar questionnaiie. 

The purpose of this study is to gain some insight into the attitudes of the 

general public, or at least a portion of that public, towards photographic 

images, to test the old adage that ".seeing is believing." In doing so, this study 

will not only test the effects of knowledge on believability but examine 

whether the public differentiates between media or types of images in their 

attitudes, and/or whether their attitudes differ from professionals in the field 



CHAPTER U 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Pmhipm Qf Credihiiiiv 

The invention of photography provided a radical new picture-making 

process of image making, a process based not on syntiiesis but on selection 

(Szarkowski, 1966). Szarkowski points out tiiai, while paintings are made or 

constructed, photographs, on tiie otiier hand, are taken (Szarkowski, 1966): 

More convincingly than any other kind of picture, a photograph 
evokes tiie tangible presence of reality. Its most fijndamental use and 
its broadest acceptance has been as a substitute for the subject itself — 
a simpler, more permanent, more dearly visible version of the plain 
fact 

Our faith in the cmth of a photograph rests on our belief that the 
lens is impartial, and will draw the subject as it is, neither nobler nor 
meaner. This faith may be naive and illusory, but it persists. The 
photographer's vision convinces us to the degree that the 
photographer hides his hand. (p. 12) 

Because photographs have always had a "tangible presence of reality," 

the issue of photographic credibility seems to be one of the primary areas of 

concern among scholars and professionals alike (Brand, Kelly & Kinney, 1985; 

Chithelen, 1987; Foss & Kahan, 1989; Lasica, 1989; Parker, 1988; Peters, 1991; 

Reaves, 1986. 1989a, 1989b; Retouching..., 1985; Salgado, 1991; Terry & 

Lasorsa, 1989; Tomlinson, 1989). 

One area of concem is the increasing recognition that a photograph is 

never a cony)letefy objective, palpable, impersonal record of realistic fact 

Photographs are subject to rational and irrational choices and decisions made 

by photographers at the instant the shutter release is pushed (Snyder, Snyder 8t 

Allen, 1975). When Walker Evans was asked if tiie camera could lie, he 

reportedly said "Always," further explaining tiiat tiie camera is "the instrument 



of symboUc actuality," not of actuality itself (Gnindberg. 1990). Most people, 

however, are aware of tiiis type of "non-objectiveness" and can accept it What 

they cannot accept is the deliberate manipulation of an image which in turn 

produces a lie. "Like athletes on steroids, enhanced photographs may perform 

better, but at tiie bottom tiiey are liars" (Alter, 1990, p. 45). 

Fred Ritchin, former photo editor for Tbe New York Times Magazine, has 

recentiy written a book titied In Our Own Image- Tbe Coming Revolution in 

Pbotograpby. Ritchin asked what would happen If photographs appeared to be 

straightforward recordings of physical reality, but could no longer be relied 

upon to depict actual people and events (Alter, 1990)? 

He recalls, for instance, China's leaders, who recently tried to bar 

photographers from exposing their lies regarding the Beijing massacre (which, 

inddentiy, the Chinese never admitted happened). In the future, the Chinese or 

others with something to hide might not even worry about photographers. 

With electronic photography it will be possible simply to deny the veradty of 

the images by claiming they are digitally manipulated fakes. "In other words, 

pictures, like words, v/ould be proĉ f of littie" (Alter, 1990, p. 45). 

One can only speculate on how this would have afFeaed the case of Kurt 

Waldheim, who at the time, was President of Austria. Waldheim had 

consistentiy denied allegations of his Nazi past It was not until he was 

presented with photographic proof in 1986 that he admitted connections with 

Nazism and the faa tiiat tiie photograph was real (Alter, 1990). Once digital 

imaging systems are the mle, rather than the exception, and "hard copy* 

negatives are replaced by floppy discs, persons placed in situations similar to 

Waldheim's could claim tiiat tiiey are victims of computer-altered photographs. 



Fuithennore, it is not just the media in the United States that are using this 

technology. The Soviet Union, for instance, has retouched and manipulated still 

images in order to rewrite history. Retrofitting history by obliterating a person 

from the historical record was an andent Roman tradition in the first century 

A.D. Called damnatio memoriae, tiie Roman Senate would order an emperor's 

face chiseled off sculptures and other public structures. ( " 

According to James Oberg, in its contemporary manifestation, public 

defacing has been particularly oven in Soviet documentation of the space age 

in their country ("Bye Bye Boris", 1986). In one particular photograph, which 

was first published in 1961, a Soviet missile chief, Kirill S. Moskalendo, is seen 

standing between cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin and rocket expert Sergei Korolev at 

the first launch of a man into space. The same photograph, later published in 

1981, still shows Gagarin and Korolev conversing; however, Moskalenko is no 

longer in the photograph. "Experts speculate that this abridged version was 

meant to downplay the military's role in the Soviet space program" ("Bye Bye 

Boris", 1986, p. 64). 

It is commonly known that in the past, during times of conflia or peace, 

the victors, or those in command, wrote history in their favor. What the 

Russians have done is to rewrite their own history so as to eliminate elements 

from the record that now seem to be embarrassing or potentially harmful. 

Due to digital technology, the potential opportunity to rewrite history and 

to document it with manipulated photographs presents an entirely new realm 

of questions for credibility and imagery. 
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A Brief History Of Phnrnynjnhir Manip«»larinn 

For almost as long as photographs have existed, photographers have had 

tiie means to alter images. As early as tiie 1850s, photographers such as Henry 

Peach Robinson were combining multiple images on one sheet of light-

sensitive paper to produce composite photographs. 

Robinson defended his allegorical photographs, stating that "any dodge, 

trick and conjuration of any kind is open to the photographer's use.. .It is his 

imperative duty to avoid the mean, the bare and the ugly, and to aim to elevate 

his subject, to avoid awkward forms and to correa the unpicturesque" (dted in 

Upton & Upton, 1989, p. 375). 

Alfred Stieglitz was part of the Photo-Secession, a movement which 

started in the late 1800s, the purpose of which was to earn photography the 

reputation as an art form by "those who loved art and sought some medium 

other than brush and pencil through which to give expression to their ideas" 

(Stieglitz, 1899, p. 528). These photographers/artists would use any means at 

their disposal to produce creatively artistic images. This usually meant the 

manipulation of negatives in order to add or remove highlights and other items 

by painting or etching the negative plates. 

In defense of the Photo-Secession, Stieglitz (1903) wrote: 

What is today accepted as conservative was yesterday denounced 
as revolutionary. It foUows, then, that it is to the extremist that 
mankind largely owes its progression. In this country photography also 
has followed this law, and whatever have been tiie achievements which 
have won it exceptional distinction, they have been attained by the 
efforts of tiiie enthusiastic scKalled extremists. True, however, to this 
general law of development, these results have been achieved only 
through bitter stiife, until those most deeply interested in the 
advancement of photography along the lines of art have been 
compelled to rc^sttr their protest against the reactionary spirit of the 
mass. This protest, this secession from the spirit of the docttinaire, of 
tiie compromiser, at lengtii found its expression in tiie foundation of 



die Photo-Secessioa Its aim is k)08ety to hold together tiiose 
Americans devoted to pictorial photography in their endeavor to 
compel its recognition, not as the handinetiden of art, but as a 
distinctive medium of individual expression, (p. 529) 

This movement toward creative endeavors has developed an entirely new 

type of photography. Photographs which were once tiiought to be realistic 

documents were beginning to become blurred between fantasy and reality. 

Photographic images began having tiie qualities of an etching and a painting, 

producing work often resembling impressionist paintings with light and 

atmosphere more important than sharp details. Many purists, however, 

objected to handwork upon negatives or prints that interfered with the 

photographic image. Manipulations were often so extensive that the result no 

longer resembled a photograph. 

By the 1880s, a new movement was emerging against the stand that art 

photographers had taken. Photographers such as Peter Henry Emerson felt that 

true photographic art was possible through exploiting the camera's unique 

ability to capture reality in a direct way (Upton & Upton, 1989). 

Emerson scomed the still-popular pictorial school, and its practices 
of composite printmg, costumed models, painted backdrops, and 
sentimental views of daily life. 

He laid down his own rules for what he called naturalistic 
photography: Simplidty of equipment; no 'faking' by means of lighting, 
posing, costumes, or props; free composition without reliance on classical 
rules' and no retouching — the process by which a good, bad or 
indifferent photograph is converted into a bad drawing or painting. 
(Upton St Upton, 1989, p. 375) 

Several years later, another photographer, Sadakichi Hartmann (1904), 

became so disgruntied with the secessionists that he issued a plea for straight 

photography. Hartmann questioned, "are those people not doing injustice to a 

beautiful method of graphic expression, and at times debasing its powers, 

which sixty years of photographic research and progress have established?" 
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(Hartmann, 1904, p. 25). He continued, "Surely every medium of artistic 

expression has its limitations. We expect an etching to look like an etching, 

and a litiiograph to look like a litiipgraph, why tiien should not a photographic 

print look like a photographic print?" (Hartmann, 1904, p. 25). 

To Hartmann, the marriage of photography and painting was 

incompatible. Hartmann expressed his concem in a parody of Hamlef s 

soliloquy (Newhall, 1980, p. 185): 

To Paint or to Pbotograpb — 
Tbat is tbe question: 

Wbetber 'tis more to my advantage 
to color 

PbotQgmpbic accidents and call 
tbem paintings. 

Or squeeze tbe bulb against 
a sea of critics 

And by ej^xxure kill tbemF 

What to Stieglitz seemed the very proof of photography's position as an 

art (one in which a gifted artist as Steichen showed profidency in both media) 

to Hartmann was only confusion. He urged photographers to respect the 

physical characteristics of the medium (Newhall, 1980). 

Qvil War Photography 

In 1891, Matthew Brady stated that his wife and friends looked most 

unfavorably upon his departure from commercial business into pictorial war 

correspondence (Townsend, 1891). In an interview, the famous photographer 

remarked on the personal conviction that moved him to leave a profitable 

career to document the Qvil War. "I can only describe tiie destiny that 

overruled me by saying that, like Euphorion, I felt that I bad to go" 

(Townsend, 1891, p. 26). 
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During tiie Civil War, photographers were known to have nunipulated 

tiieir environment to create a better composition for particular photographs. 

Well-known photographers, such as Alexander Gardner, were known to have 

moved bodies around battiefields and set-up shots to accommodate aixl suit 

tiieir photographs (Peters, 1991; Lester, 1991). "Apparentiy, tiie frustration witii 

using slow films and lenses that made it impossible to photograph action 

during the heat of battie, caused Gardner to create his own dramatic pictures" 

(Lester, 1991, p. 95). 

Gardner was recognized as having taken several photographs during the 

war of 18-year-old Pvt. Andrew Hoge of tiie 4tii Virginia Infantry in Gettysburg. 

Gardner's photograph captioned. Home of a Rebel Sbarpsbooter, shows Hoge 

lying on his back, his face turned toward the camera, and his rifle propped up 

against one of the rocks. The image would have remained a striking 

photographic document were it not for another picture by Gardner, A 

Sharpshooter's Last Sleep, showing Hoge in an entirely different location (Lester, 

1991). In one of the photographs, Gardner moved the body, rifle, hat, and 

leather case for what he may have considered a better compositioa 

Documenting the West 

As Americans moved West in the mid to late-1800s, so did photographers. 

Hired by the United States Geographical Survey, it was the job of these 

photographers to document the West as it appeared during that time so as to 

provide the USGS with photographic images to use as propaganda to preserve 

the look of the West and educate Americans about the new frontier. According 

to Mark Klett, who directed the Rephotographic Survey Projea during the 
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19808, "The thousands of albumen prints that survived in scattered public and 

private collections remind us of what once was, and recall tiie spirit of tiie 

period witii an autiiority usually associated witii scientific <tociiiwn/"(emphasis 

added; Klett, Manchester, Verburg, Bushaw & Dingus, 1984, p. 11). 

It was not discovered until tiie Rephotographic Survey Projea (RSP) set 

out to redocument nineteenth-century landscapes, that on numerous occasions 

photographers had set their large view cameras so that scenes were distorted 

and altered. Even when it was tiieir purpose to "sdentifically documenT the 

West, steps were taken to make images appear different on film than they 

appeared in nature. 

One such photographer, Timothy O'SuUivan is best known for his 

documentary photographs of the West during government expeditions 

following his work with Matthew Brady during the Gvil War. Rick Dingus, who 

partidpated in the RSP, discovered that O'Sullivan had often manipulated his 

camera so that he could "convey tiie power of the site as he experienced it" 

(Klett etal., 1984, p. 17). 

O'Sullivan's tilted camera also indicates there were several complex 

considerations involved in making and composing the original photograph. 

According to Dingus, O'Sullivan might have tilted his camera deliberately in 

order to create an impression (Klett et al., 1984), an impression that may 

possibly be quite different from reality. 

New Issues in Photographic Manipulation 

In more recent history, airbrush techniques have accomplished more 

exotic feats. For example, in 1987, an airbrush was used to remove tfie image 
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of a firefighter from a picture tiiat was planned for use in a union newsletter 

("Airbrushed from photo," 1989). 

Although the old method of altering photographs by cutting and pasting 

or airbrushing has been around for years, the result has never been very 

realistic or beUevable (Reaves, 1989a; Terry, 1990). Cut-and-paste marks, 

frequently impossible to eliminate from an image, immediately indicate that 

alterations and modifications have been made. The high cost of airbrushing 

also reduces its use. These old methods are time consuming and require 

skilled craftsmanship. For these reasons, airbrushing is seldom considered a 

practical optioa 

One of the major reasons that digital retouching has become a source of 

debate is the ease and believability with which images can be altered 

(Chitiielen, 1987; Foss & Kahan, 1989; Lasica, 1989; Parker. 1988; Peters, 1991; 

Reaves, 1986, 1989b; Terry & Lasorsa 1989; Tomlinson, 1989). 

That which once required of a trained artist days or, at minimum, several 

hours can now be accomplished in a matter of minutes with a few moves of a 

computer mouse and a couple of computer keystrokes by a non-artist (Alter, 

1990; Brand et al., 1985; Retouching... , 1985). The time and manpower saved 

through the use of digital photography means one person can do several times 

as much work in a comparatively short period of time. Costs, therefore, are 

reduced significantly. 

The implications of this technology touches on all industries that use or 

rely upon photographs. It is possible that, with reduced costs, an increased 

demand for retouched photographs will emerge. For example, a small business 

that previously could not afford to have their newsletter or catalog photographs 
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retouched can now purchase a relatively inexpensive computer-inaging system 

and produce high-quality retouched photographs in-house. 

Traditional Darkmnm Manipnhrinn 

Photographers, even as early as Louis Jacques Daguerre and Timothy 

O'Sullivan, were able to do what is commonly considered "traditional" 

manipulations or enhancements to photographs, the most common types of 

which were the traditional manipulations of contrast control, dodging, and 

burning. 

All professionals, such as photographers, artists, engineers, etc., are 

limited by the capadties of their mediuia An engineer may not be able to 

constmct a building that an architect has designed because of the limits of the 

physical world or the materials available to him. Similarly, a photographer's 

medium also has limits — limits as to what film can "see" and record. 

Photographers, though, can use contrast control, dodging and burning, in order 

to go beyond the normal physical limits of their medium. 

These type of manipulations are generally considered, throughout the 

media, to be acceptable alterations. The issue of credibility or believability 

usually does not pertain to these kinds of alterations. The reason is that a 

photograph has merely been enhanced beyond its physical limits. Nothing has 

been added to or removed from the image suffident to cause question or 

suspidon. 

Other less common forms of "traditional" manipulation indude the 

Sabattier effect, multi-imaging, and posterizatioa These "traditional" 

manipulations create striking effects, although they seldom have real use in 
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photojournalism (Terry, 1990). These effects usually create images tiiat 

unmistakably have been altered in some manner. Because tiie alterations are 

obvious, tiiese images are not subject to tiie issues of credibUity and 

believability directed toward otiier types of altered images. 

Contrast Control 

One of tiie most important manipulative techniques used in the darkroom 

is contrast control. Contrast refers to tiie difference in darkness or density 

between one tone of an image and another tone of the same image. A 

contrasty image has a very limited gray-scale range; the dominant tones are 

black and white with significant differences in brightness between light and 

dark areas. AyZs/ image consists mainly of shades of gray, lackirig a pure black 

or pure white. Differences between light and dark areas are minimal. 

Contrast can easily be corrected or manipulated in two ways. The first and 

most common technique is through the use of graded papers. Although 

systems for grading contrast through papers are not uniform, in general, grades 

0 and 1 have low or soft contrast; grades 2 and 3 have normal or medium 

contrast; grades 4, 5, and 6 have high or hard contrast. 

The second most common method of correcting contrast is by using a 

variable contrast paper and contrast filters. Variable contrast papers actually 

have two light-sensitive emulsions. One emulsion is sensitive to yellow-green 

light, yielding low contrast images, while the other is sensitive to blue-violet 

light, producing higher contrast images (Upton & Upton, 1989). By use of 

colored filters the degree of contrast is varied by stimulating a percentage of 
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each of the two emulsions. This system is advantageous because printers need 

only purchase one type of paper. 

Dodging and Burning 

Another of the most common forms of traditional manipulation is dodging 

and burning. Dodging is used to bring out the detail of a particular portion of 

an image by selectively reducing the amount of exposure given during 

printing. For example, a photograph is taken of an unidentifiable person 

standing in the doorway of tiie President of the United States' helicopter. The 

person's face is so dark in the shadow of the helicopter's exit that identification 

is difficult. Physically dodging the area by selectively reducing the amount of 

exposure given to the person's face makes it possible to render enough detail 

in the photograph to make the subject identifiable. 

Burning, like dodging, is used to bring out the detail of a particular 

portion of an image. However, rather than selectively reducing the amount of 

exposure, exposure is increased as to darken the particular area. Burning is 

advantageous when a portion of an image is "washed-out" or lacks detail 

because it is too light. 

For example, a photograph shows someone standing indoors near a large 

window which faces a tree line. It is too light and washed-out. Since the 

photographer exposed the photograph for indoor light conditions and not 

conditions outside, everything outside the window appears totally white and 

washed-out due to the overexposure. The print presents a shocking white 

window which may be very distracting from what is otherwise a good 

photograph. While in the darkroom, the photo technician will correct the 
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problem by physically increasing exposure to tiie area around tiie window. By 

giving more light to tiie denser part of tiie negative, tiie window in tiie print 

will darken and begin to reveal detail 

Other Traditional Darkroom Manipulations 

The Sabattier effea is a partial reversal of tones tiiat occurs when paper is 

reexposed to light during development. The process is also called solarization 

(which actually takes place only when film is massively overexposed). The 

result is an image that is mostly black except for the dramatic halolike white 

lines around adjacent highlight and shadow areas in the scene. 

Another special effea, posterization, is developed by using a high-contrast 

or lith film to separate the continuous gray tones of a negative into a few 

distinct shades of gray. The separations are then registered and printed as one 

image revealing only three or four shades of gray (or colors) rather than 

continuous tones. 

Multi-imaging and composite photographs are images which contain 

elements that appear to be in a natural environment when actually more than 

one image was used to create the illusion of reality. Three of several commonly 

used techniques of multi-imaging indude the cut-and-paste method, multiple 

exposure, and negative sandwiching. 

One of the oldest forms of composite photography was perfeaed by 

Henry Peach Robinsoa Robinson's technique allowed him to produce 

imaginary scenes by staging models separately and piecing the images together 

at a later time by cutting and pasting them together. In essence, the process 
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uses a knife and paste to physically combine images of multiple photographs 

to make what appears to be anotiier photograph tiiat has never really existed. 

A second method of producing multiple images on one piece of paper is 

to expose film more than once. By using a black backdrop, it is possible to 

take two people who have never been in the same room together and 

combine tiiem in a single image. After tiie first photograph is taken, the 

photographer can position the second individual and re-expose the same piece 

of film that was used to photograph the first persoa The result is a record of 

the two individuals together on a single negative. 

Finally, the easiest way to combine images is to use a sandwich 

technique. Rather than combining images on a single piece of film it is often 

easier to combine images after they have been recorded on film. While in the 

darkroom, a printer can sandwich more than one negative together producing 

an enlargement that contains elements of each induded in the sandwich. The 

result is often a chaotic collage on one sheet of light-sensitive paper. 

In contemporary times, photographers such as Jerry N. Uelsmann have 

continued with the same passion toward creative and artistic endeavors as 

Robinson and the pictorialist photographers. For Uelsmann, straight 

photographs are only the beginning; then, seemingly unrelated elements are 

combined in what Uelsmann terms "the revisualization process, an opening of 

dialogue between the images and the artist, with new visions evolving from it" 

(Uelsmann, 1975, inside cover flap). 

Composite photographs have no news value; however, there are 

numerous examples of multi-images published as non-news/entertainment arxi 

advertisement photographs. 
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Just as with the Sabattier effea and posterization, multi-imaging and 

composite photographs produce striking effects but would seem to have no 

real use in photojournalism However, this is not necessarily true. In many 

instances composite photographs have been used in newspapers, on television 

news programs, and in news magazines. 

One example of a digitally produced composite photograph (i.e., a 

photograph constructed on a computer rather than the photographer's camera 

or the darkroom) is an image appearing in Newsweek magazine on January 16, 

1989. The magazine was developing an artide on aaors Dustin Hoffman, Tom 

Cmise and their new movie. One of the men was in Hawaii and the other on 

the mainland making it impossible to get the two of them together for a 

photograph. Newsujeek overcame this dilemma by digitally combining two 

separate photographs of the aaors to make it appear as if they posed together 

for the composite shot One editor for the magazine, who evidently did not 

approve of the splice, analogized the situation by remarking "Hoffman and 

Cruise today, Abu Nidal and the Pope tomorrow" (dted in Reaves, 1991, p. 18). 

Manipulations OuLside tiie Darkroom 

There are several ways that a photograph can be manipulated once 

outside the darkroom, usually involving the correcting of flaws produced by a 

careless photographer or darkroom technidaa These flaws include blemishes 

such as scratches, or dust on tiie prints, negatives and transparendes. The most 

common repairs are done by spotting and/or airbrushing. 
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Spotting 

Even after careftil processing, final prints often have small imperfections 

from dust and lint Spotting a print improves its overall appearance by 

removing these distracting marks. White spots are removed by adding dye to 

the print until the tone of the area being spotted matches the surrounding tone. 

Etching can remove a small or thin black mark tiiat obviously does not belong, 

such as a dark scratch in a sky area. By using a sharp knife to gendy scratch 

off a bit of the silver without harming the paper, the impaa of the dark area 

can be eliminated or significantly reduced. 

Airbrushing and Retouching 

Few photographers can do high-quality retouching on prints, negatives, or 

transparendes, due to the specialized nature of the work and the difficulty in 

accomplishing seamless repair or revisions by painting photoreallstically (Terry, 

1990): 

Retouching is usually done by a specialized artist using a variety of 
traditional artist techniques and materials depending on the nature of 
the job. Black and white work is much easier than color, and working 
on prints is easier than working on transparendes. Opaque paints, 
photographic dyes, and chemical bleaches are the materials used in 
conjunction with fine sable brushes, airbrushes, cotton swabs, Exacto \sic\ 
knives, masking films, magnifying glasses, and light tables, to name 
some of the tools of the trade needed for this exacting work. 
Professional retouchers are highly skilled, specially trained artists who 
frequently learn the trick of the craft through apprenticeship. The 
specialized nature of their job and the raritv of those who can retouch 
a photograph without visible evidence of their work allow them to 
demand high hour^ rates for time-consuming work. (p. 24) 

As a result of digital imaging technologies, airbrushing may fall victim to 

the same fate as the old Underwood typewriter. Although it may still get the 

job done, the new technology (i.e., wore! processors/digital photo imagers) can 
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accomplish tiie same feat witii less time, effort, cost and at a signiflcanriy 

higher level of quality. 

How Photngniphir Images Are Diyirtzpfl 

The are two methods of converting images into digital form The first 

metiiod is to use an electronic still video camera. In a digital camera there is 

tiie so-called charged coupled device (CCD) tiiat reads the scene much as tiie 

human eye. The CCD is a large-scale integrated circuit (LSI). The following is a 

description of how it operates in a digital camera (Schechter, 1981). 

The surface of a light-sensitive CCD consists of a metal oxide and 
silicon, and is divided into a grid of microscopic squares... The camera 
lens forms an image on the grid, each square receiving an amount of 
light dependent on the pattem of light and dark areas in the image. An 
electrical charge is generated in eadh square that is proportional to the 
amount of light striking that square. To "read" these tiny charges, the 
circuitry of the device applies an electrical field that pushes them 
across the entire light-sensitive grid. The charges are shifted from one 
square to the next, like a message moving across a Times Square 
advertising sign, until they reach the edge of tiie grid. As each charge 
leaves the grid, it is measured, and information about its size and exaa 
position on the grid is recorded magnetically in such a way that the 
charges can be reassembled to recreate the original signal, (p. 80) 

Once the information is stored in the computer's memory, it becomes 

relatively easy to reproduce and/or alter the image by simply changing the 

digitized information on a computer's hard disc using a software application 

such as Adobe Photoshop. Not only can photographs be manipulated; similar 

elements from many different images can be combined to make a composite 

photograph. Since tiie composite is the result of several images digitally 

combined, the result is a photograph that has never before existed. 

The second method of converting an image to a digital form \s by 

scanning the photograph, transparency or negative image, a process alnnost 
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identical to tiiat of actually recording tiie image using a digital camera. 

First, the photograph or photographic negative is scanned. The scanning 

light beam "sees" and records each grain (tfie smallest visible photographic 

element) on tiie image or negative tiie same way a CCD sees and records a 

scene. These grains are recorded digitally as picture elements (pixels) in a 

computer so tiiat tiie image can be reproduced at a later time. Just as witii 

images tiiat are initially recorded digitally, once tiiese images are scanned and 

stored, it becomes a relatively simple task to change or alter tiie informatioa 

It is important to note that the second method is currently the most 

common means of obtaining a digitally produced image. The main reason is 

that the quality of scanned image from a high-end, or tedmically superior, 

scanner is much higher than the quality from a top-of-the-line still video 

camera. The high-end digital cameras of today can capture around 600,000 

pixels per-frame or per-image. Currently, the standard against which film 

quality is measured is Kodachrome 64 or 25 ASA filia Since film is not 

measured in pixels, it is difficult to make a direa comparison. However, 

according to some estimates, an image on Kodachrome contains the equivalent 

of approximate!)' 20 million pixels (Reaves, 1989b). Although acceptable for 

some applications in newsprint, a 600,000 pixel image is not yet of a quality 

high enough for most other photographic applications. 

The Etiiical Issue 

With the advancement of technology, tiiere is always a possibility that 

someone will use the technology in a destructive or potentially unethical 

manner. Digital imaging systems are no exceptioa Altiiough tiiese systems are 
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not currentiy being used to create physkal destmction, many argue tiiat tiiey 

are being used to create unethical photographic manipulations. 

Ethics is not a new issue in photography or photojournalism Richard 

Zadia, chairman of fine art photography at the Rochester Institute of 

Technology, has commented that people recognize that printed words are the 

prtxiua of a writer's interpretation (dted in Retouching..., 1985). Zadia 

contends that "the danger with altering photographs is that people assume that 

a published photograph depicts exactly what the photographer's camera saw" 

(p. 20). 

However, photographers were having ethical lapses long before digital 

imaging was conceived. Even weU-known photographers, such as David Hiser, 

have experienced their fall from ethical grace at some time during their careers. 

While working for National Geographies book division, Hiser asked a 

colleague to hold an "uncooperative" turtie while he made a photograph. His 

assistant agreed and his hands were covered with leaves to make the scene as 

natural-looking as possible (Terry & Lasorsa, 1989). 

Another example of ethical miscondua can be illustrated through a case 

involving photographer Norman Zeisioh, a seventeen-year veteran 

photographer for the St. Petersburg Times and Evening Independent Zeisloft 

had been assigned to cover a baseball game between Eckerd and Florida 

Southern (Colleges. Zeisloft noticed three bare-soled fans with their feet up on 

the railing. He approached them saying it would be "cute" if they had *yea 

Eckerd' written on the bottom of tiieir feet 

The trio agreed and Zeisloft completed the additional artwork for a 

photograph that ran in the Evening Ind^)endevu two days later. Zeisloft was 
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fired immediately when tiie tmtii of tiie photograph got back to his boss, who 

became aware of the siuiation by means of a piaure taken by another 

publication's photographer. The second photograph showed Zeisloft writing 

tiie message on tiie fans' feet (Kobre, 1991). 

Ethics can be directly related to credibility. If photographers begin to 

falter in their ethical standards, photographic credibility will suffer. The 

backbone behind photographic credibility is tiie faa that photographers, for 

the most part, have had high ethical standards. The public has never been put 

in a seriously compromising position or taken advantage of because these high 

standards displayed by photographers have prevailed. 

The newest ethical issue among photographers is the potential for the 

misuse of digital technology. Due to this innovation, combined with the 

increased use of computers in photography, photo-enhancement has been 

taken from the skilled retouch artists and placed in the hands of a computer 

operator. It is possible that these operators will be completely uneducated in 

areas of photographic concepts and skills. As a result, they have diffierent 

ethical standards than trained photo journalists. According to photographer 

Robert LaRouch, photojournalism has never been immune from the problem of 

ethics; however, technology increases the potential for abuse and "the 

possibilities are chillingly endless" (dted in Kramer, 1989, p. 19). 

Kurt Foss, Direaor of the Electronic Photojournalism Lab at the University 

of Missouri-Columbia, also believes that one of the greatest concerns for many 

photojoumalists and photographers is the increased potential for misuse and 

unethical manipulation of digital images (Foss & Kahan, 1989). 
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Foss writes: 

Photographs that only exist electronically on a floppy disc are 
extremely malleable, subjea to imperceptible manipulations by 
tinkering witii or totally altering an image's pixel structure on a 
computer. Since there is no image degradation on successive 
generations, each enhanced version becomes its own original — its 
own version of 'reality.' This ability to doaor images electronically 
threatens to undermine the cornerstone of news photoeraphy: its 
credibility, (p. 11) 

Norman Sanders, adjuna professor at New York's Cooper Union for tiie 

Advancement of Sdence and Art commented, "These machines (digital imagers 

or enhancers) work with such finesse that you will insist a photograph is 

telling tiie trutii" (Chitiielen, 1987). 

This capability has raised concerns among professional photojoumalists as 

to the virtually unlimited possibilities from such manipulations and the ensuing 

ethical implications. Through computer manipulation of digitized images, there 

is "absolutely no way to see where it (the image) has been altered, even if you 

use a magnifying glass...absolutely no way" (Reaves, 1989a, p. 6). These 

changes go virtually unnoticed because altering a photo, pixel by pixel, is at a 

level too small for the human eye to detea once the image is printed. 

Codes Qf Etiiics 

There are several codes or canons that journalists and photographers may 

subscribe to so that they may have a foundation upon which to base their 

personal ethical standards. Kipins (1987) states tiiat "Etiiics, as a useftil human 

activity, is bom when we respond to conflia and consternation by trying to 

develop procedures and standards for assessing ethical judgements and their 

justifications" (dted in Martm & Stout, 1989, p. 34). Those purposes tiut each 

professional should share in common with others are termed "core professional 
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values." These core professional values form tiie basis for tiie code of etiiics for 

a given profession and need to be communicated (Martin & Stout, 1989). 

For photographers, tiie most notable code of etiiics is set forth by tiie 

National Press Photographers Association (NPPA; dted in Terry, 1991. p. 146). 

The NPPA code states, in part 

• It is the individual responsibility of every photojoumalist at all 
times to strive for pictures tiiat report trutiifuUy, honestiy and 
objectively. 

• No Code of Ethics can prejudge every situation, thus common 
sense and good judgment are required in applying ethical 
prindples. 

On November 12, 1990 tiie NPPA also affirmed tiieir Statement of 

Principle which reads in part (NPPA, AP state photo policy, 1991, p. 9P): 

As photojoumalists, we have the responsibility to document 
society and to preserve its images as a matter of historical record It is 
clear that the emerging electronic technologies provide new 
challenges to the integrity of photographic images. This technology 
enables the manipulation of tne content of an imase in such a way 
that the change is virtuallv undetectable. In light of this, we, the 
National Press Photographers Association, reaffirm the basis of our 
ethics: Accurate representation is the benchmark of our professioa 
Altering the editorial content of a photograph, in any degree, is a 
breach of the ethical standards recognized by the NPPA. 

Additionally, the Associated Press has initiated a policy that directly 

addresses electronic imaging. This policy which was drafted by AP executive 

photo editor Vincent Albiso, states in part (NPPA, AP state photo policy, 1991, 

p. 9P): 
The contents of a photograph will never be changed or 

manipulated in any way. 
Only the established norms of standard photo printing methods, 

such as burning, dodging, black-and-white toning and cropping, are 
acceptable. Retouching is limited to removal of normal scratches and 
dust spots. 

The integrity of AFs photo report is our highest priority. Nothing 
takes prece<fence over its credibility. 
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Sigma Delta Chi, of tiie Sodety of Professional Journalists also has a code 

of etiiics. In fact, tiie preface to tiieir code of etiiics does a commendable job of 

addressing tiieir obligation in reporting tiie trutii: 

The Sodety of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, believes 
the duty of journalists is to serve tiie trutii. 

We believe the agendes of mass communication are carriers of 
public discussion and information, acting on tiieir [U.S.] constittjtional 
mandate and freedom to learn and report the facts. 

We believe in public enlightenment as tiie foremnner of justice, 
and in our constitutional role to seek the truth as part of the 
public's right to know the truth. 

We believe those responsibilities carry obligations tiiat require 
journalists to perform witii intelligence, objectivity, accuracy and 
faimess. 

To these ends, we declare acceptance of the standards of practice 
here set forth, (dted in Terry, 1990, p. 154) 

Additionally, tiie first rule under tiie heading of Accuracy arui ObfectWity 

in Sigma Delta Chi's code states tiiat "Trutii is our ultimate goal." 

Finally, the Canons of Journalism adopted by the American Sodety of 

Newspaper Editors also addresses the issue of tmth. Although not directly 

touching upon the issue of electronic imaging, these codes and canons are 

deliberately written in generalizable terms so that they can easily be adapted to 

a variety of circumstances. The fourth section slates (cited in Terry, 1990, p. 

158): 
IV 

Sincerity, TYuthfulness, Accuracy. Good faith with the reader is the 
foundation of all journalism worthy of the name. 

By every consideration of good faith a newspaper is constrained to 
be tmthfiil. It is not to be excused for lack of thoroughness or accuracy 
within its control or failure to obtain command of tiiese essential 
qualities. 

It has been shown that several of the loumalistic codes of ethics cover the 

issue of tmth thoroughly. Why, thea is there so much "unethical" 

manipulation being done to photographic images in the media? One possible 

answer is tiiat tiiese codes are not accepted by all professionals. The mere faa 
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tiiat a person is a news photographer does not mean tiiat he or she subscribes 

to tiie guidelines or siandanJs set forth by tiie NPPA. It is possible tiiat 

individuals have personal agendas regarding etiiics and truth. 

Furthermore, as previously stated, with the adoption of digital imaging 

systems, the persons altering photographic images may not even be 

photographers but ratiier computer operators. These operators would unlikely 

subscribe to these codes simply because they are not in the photojournalism 

profession. 

Additionally, once an image is altered or manipulated, is that photograph 

still representative of the truth? That question may be difBcult to answer. 

Photographers' and editors' ethical standards or actions are constantly being 

questioned and challenged. One such instance in which there are 

contradictions regarding what is the "tmth" about a photograph is the cover of 

National Geogmpbids February, 1982 issue. 

In that particular issue, the editor of National Geographic approved the 

moving of one of the pyramids of Giza so the photograph would fit the vertical 

format of tiie cover. The Editor-in-Chief of National Geographic, Bill Garrett, 

defended the alterations made to the cover photograph. He states: 

We moved one pyramid enough to fit the picture into the frame of 
the cover — and did this only because we could not crop the cover. Had 
it been inside (the photograph inside the magazine) there would have 
been no need to do it. The effea was the same as if the photographer 
had moved over a few feet More important — or as important — how 
much did the use of a telephoto lens move the pyramids? How much did 
the color change because of a filter? Were the camels there naturally or 
were they brought there for the picture.. .r (dted in Brand et al., 1985, 
p. 45) 

For the exaa same photograph, there are contrary points of view 

indicating that the altered photograph is nor the tmth. One dissenting opinion 
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is tiiat of Robert Gilka, fomier director of photography at National Geographic 

Gilka states tiiat he is generally opposed to moving objects in a photograph. "It 

becomes a piece of art ratiier tiian a photograph" (dted in Retouching..., 1985, 

p. 20). 

From these two examples we can see tiiat altiiough codes of etiiics exist, 

and mith is one of tiie primary goals of tiiese codes, problems still arise. What 

one individual defends as tmth, another enunciates as a lie. 

Digital Technoloyv Put to Use 

According to Michael Morse of the National Press Photographers 

Association, "When you're looking at that Redbook or Mademoiselle or Sports 

Illustrated tomorrow, there's a good chance somebody has done something to 

that piaure" (Lasica, 1989, p. 23). In an interview witii Shiela Reaves (1989b), 

Bob Furstenau, art direaor at Better Homes & Gardens, estimated that 45 of the 

48 magazines covers he worked on were digitally manipulated. 

The following are only a few cites found throughout academic literamre 

regarding photographic manipulation. The purpose of this list is to illustrate the 

nature and extent of manipulations currentiy being done in the media. 
• An editor at the Asbury Park Press, removed a man from the middle 

of a news photograph and filled the void space by doning part of an 
adjoining wall (Lasica, 1989). 

• By orders of editor Jane Wenner, a vehement foe of handguns, a 
pistol and holster were removed from the shoulder of Don Johnson 
for a 1985 Rolling Stone magazine cover (Parker, 1988). 

• For the ABC news program 20/20 two famous singers who had never 
performed together were superimposed over the same concert footage 
and aired on the news program (Tomlinson, 1989). 
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For tiie book A Day in tbe life of America, editors could not choose a 
cover photograph from tiie tiiousands of possibilities. The problem 
was sohred electronically by taking a photo of a cowboy on horseback, 
moving him up a hillside and enlarging tiie moon in tiie background 
(Kobre, 1991). 

For tiie cover of one of its issues. Popular Science was unable to 
rephotograph an innovative plane because it was disassembled for 
modifications. They superimposed two photographs digitally, one of 
tiie plane, one of tiie background (Brand et al., 1985). 
The Orange County Register e\eaiot)ia^iY zipped-up a boy's fly for a 
photograph that appeared in the paper. In defense, it was said to save 
tiie boy from ridicule (Reaves, 1991). 
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch removed a can of Diet Coke from a photo 
of Ron Olshwanger, winner of the 1989 Pulitzer Prize for photography 
(Alter, 1990). 
Through electronic retouching. National Geographic digitally combined 
two photographs of a Polish man to create an image that had the best 
facial expression from one photo and induded the top of his hat from 
anotiier (Terry & Lasorsa, 1989). 

Digital Manipulation — When to Sav When 

The question that many photographers and editors are pondering is 

where to draw the line for photo manipulation. How far can they go before 

they have gone too far? Three dominate schools of thought prevail on this 

topic. These points of view can be categorized as: tiie purist^ tiie subjeaive; 

and the concerted. 

The parte/perspective argues that there is absolutely no room for 

tolerance regarding photographic manipulatioa The purist believes that a 

photograph is a representative document of reality and should never be altered 

to depict anything other than reality. Robert E. Gilka, fomier director of 
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photography at National Geographic magazine, ilhistrates tiie purest point of 

view in his statement tiiat photo manipulation is "like limited nuclear warfare 

(emphasis added). There ain't none" (Reaves. 1986, p. 11). 

The subfecHvistbcMcwes tiiat each sittiation should be judged completely 

upon its own merits or flaws. For instance, every individual photograph should 

be evaluated on its own with no otiier influences — it should not matter if a 

particular photograph is going to be used in tiie news section, fashion section 

or on the cover. A subjectivist may feel tiiat it is necessary to remove several 

people from a photograph to improve its aesthetic quality. In defense of the 

changes, the subjectivist may feel that the meaning of the photograph remains 

unchanged even after the alterations. 

Finally, the concerted pomi of view. This ideology is a combination of the 

purist and the subjectivist. In this philosophy, photographs are usually 

categorized into news, non-news/entertainment, advertisement or some 

subcategory of them. From the categories, the concerted photographer can 

decide whether the images should be considered for enhancement. For 

example, photographs intended for neujs coverage would fall under the purist 

philosophy. Most photographers are purists when it concerns neufs 

photographs. They believe that under no circumstance should a news 

photograph be altered (Parker, 1988; Reaves, 1986, 1989a, 1989b, 1991; Terry & 

Lasorsa, 1989). 

On the other hand, non-news/entertainment images would be looked at 

from the subjectivist point of view. These photographs would be evaluated 

individually on their own aesthetic qualities. As long as the photograph is not 

used to cover or illustrate a news event, enhancement is acceptable. 
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For further clarification, a news photograph can be defined as a 

photograph tiiat portrays sometfiing new event or occurrence. News is timely; 

tiierefore, news photographs become "stale" quickly (Kobre. 1991). On tiie 

other hand, feature (non-news/entertainment) photographs usually record the 

commonplace, an every-day happening, or slice-of-life in an unusual or 

interesting way; non-news/entertainment photographs published tomorrow or 

a month from tomorrow still maintain their interest value. 

In a interview witii Douglas Parker (1988, p. 50), Karen MuUarkey, piaure 

editor for Netvsweek magazine, remarked that she would evaluate situations 

individually to determine whether photographic manipulations are acceptable. 

If I was [sid in the fashion industry I'd manipulate, retouch, 
[and] fix everything. You're like a plastic surgeon and I see nothing 
wrong with that. Even Christi Brinxley has ugly armpits. If s all about 
illusion. 

With a news magazine, it's a different ballgame. You're dealing 
with accuracy, I think it's important for tiie readers to know we're as 
accurate and tmthfiil about photography as we can be. 

One category not yet addressed deals with photographs that appear in 

advertisements. Many photographers could be classified as inverse-purists 

when dealing with ad photographs, meaning. "Anything goes." In most cases, a 

photograph that appears in an advertisement is a carefiiUy orchestrated set-up 

scene in which the photographer controls everything from the atmospheric 

conditions, to the placement of a model's necklace. Since the ad photograph is 

usually a fabrication from the beginning, most do not have an ethical problem 

digitally retouching after the final print has been made. In most cases, changes 

made post-shoot could have been done before the photograph was made but 

due to time or financial constraints it may have been easier and cost-effective 

to make the improvements later. 
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PhotQgranh^ a^ p.yjflrnce of Anvfhiny 

One of the problems that may not come immediately to mind re^uding 

tiie potential misuse of digital imaging and electronic still photography is tiie 

inability of electronic photographs to be used as evidence of an event Any 

photograph that does not have a "hard copy," such as a negative or 

transparency, and has spent its entire existence as a binary code stored in a 

computer's memory is extremely malleable. 

Directiy related to this is the question of admissibility of digitally recorded 

photographs as evidence in a court of law. As discussed earlier, digital images 

are unlike traditional photographs in that once they have been retouched, 

alterations are virtually undetectable. 

Traditional photographic prints can be compared to the original negative 

from which it was made or a trained professional with an ultraviolet imaging 

system can detea retouched photographs. With digitally recorded images that 

have no "hard copy" (such as a negative), once an alteration has been made to 

the original, a new original has been created with no means of detectioa 

Is Photographic Credibilitv at Risk 

It has been established so far that photographs can lie. The question that 

should now be asked is, will the mere existence of this technology cause 

photographic images to lose credibility? John Long, chief photographer for tiie 

Hartford Courant and president of tiie NPPA (1990) remarks, "If tiie public 

thinks we're lying, even in a small way, how can tiiey know we're not lying in 

a big way?" (dted in Daviss, 1990, p. 58). ^ ; / { \ <,. ^ 
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According to Bennett Daviss (1990), given tiie magic wand of digital 

retouching, tiie press will be tempted to use it However, according to Deni 

Elliott, director of Dartmoutii's Etiiics Instiuite, tiiat would be a grave mistake. 

"To many people, a news photo is a faitiihil representation of an actual, 

physical reality. They've come to depend on tiie idea tiiat if tiie/d been tiiere, 

this is what they'd have seen" (dted in Daviss, 1990, p. 57). 

As a graduate student at tiie University of Texas, Daniel Terry (1990) 

surveyed media professionals, such as photographers and editors, to find out if 

they believed photographs would begin to lose credibility due to electronic 

imaging. Terry found tiiat 84.9% of the respondents felt tiiat "potential abuses 

of digital imaging technologies will create credibility problems for the news 

industry." 

Terry (1990) concludes that although tiie implications of the possibilities 

of the new technologies are alarming, "what is more alarming is the amount of 

agreement by those in the news industry that (believe) the technologies will be 

used for manipulations... even as the credibility of photography as a medium 

capable of powerful tmth appears about to be sacrificed to progress" (p. 140). 

The research reported will attempt to determine if one segment of the 

public has a similarly pessimistic view of photography's fumre. Once the public 

is aware of the ease and finesse with which unethical photo-manipulations can 

be created, will that public begin to question the authentidty of photographs? 

Will photography lose its credibility and/or believability as suggested by Terry 

(1990)? 



CHAPTER III 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

Theoretical Pen;pertJYf 

There are two theoretical frameworks applicable to this research to 

determine if knowledge about new digital technologies will effea photographic 

credibility or believability. 

First, is the meaning paradigm which is based on the prindples of 

knowledge, language, and conduct These prindples have accumulated from 

the time members of our species first started the intellectual stmggle to 

understand their own natures and how they were different from their fellow 

creatures. According to DeFleur and Ball-Rokeach (1990), the meaning 

paradigm incorporates six interrelated propositions of which this research will 

address the first, fourth and sixth. 

These propositions should be taken into account in attempting to 

understand how media content plays a part in the social constmction of 

meaning. For instance, the first proposition states that memory allows 

knowledge to develop. This means that persons will remember not only the 

good but the bad as well. If the media lie, the public will be able to recall this 

event, possibly resulting in a loss of tmst in the media's product 

The fourth proposition of the meaning paradigm states that language is 

essentially a set of symbols that label agreed-upon meanings. Similarly, since 

the incorporation of photography into tiie media, the agreed-upon meaning of 

news photographic images has been that they are symbols of reality or symbols 
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of a "piece of time" capttired on film. However, tiiis may not be tfie case witii 

all types of photography. 

For instance, fine art photographs generally do not represent tmtii but 

rather serve as symbols of aesthetic beauty or feeling. Advertising 

photography, on tiie otiier hand, may be used as a symbol to represem a 

multitude of retail products. Each category U)T photographic images is a symbol 

that labels an agreed-upon meaning within that particular context The 

category containing news photographs should represem tmth or fact 

The sixth proposition in this paradigm states that the language symbols 

and conventions agreed upon and used by a particular people shape their 

perception of, interpretation of, and conduct toward, their physical and social 

world. Photographs, like language, have the ability to shape people's 

perception of, interpretation of, and conduct toward their physical and sodal 

world. If photographs are made to lie or alter the tmth, so will the public's 

perception of reality. 

If credibility is based on perceptions (as the meaning paradigm suggests) 

and information affects perception, it follows that information (i.e., knowledge 

concerning the ease to which photographs can be undetectably altered) can 

directiy affea credibility. If the public is exposed to information regarding the 

unethical or unreliable manner in which the media is presenting photographic 

images, this information will infiuence the public's perception of photographs. 

This will in turn affea credibility in, quite possibly, a negative manner. 

A related theoretical position that addresses the issue of credibility is ethos 

theory, in which etiios is defined as, "the image held of a communicator at a 

given time by a receiver" (Andersen and Clevenger, 1970, p. 197). Experiments 
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concerning etiios have dealt witii many, and varied topics, expk>ring tiie effects 

of diffierences in prestige, credibility, likableness, and otiier variables. 

In this particular smdy, determining tiie perception of credibility is one of 

tiie primary goals. The metiiods of measurement for evaluating credibility, as 

suggested by Andersen and Qevenger (1970), are: (1) rankings, (2) sodograms, 

(3) prestige indexes, (4) linear rating scales, (5) Thurstone-type attimde scales, 

and (6) devices similar to Likert scaling techniques, induding the semantic 

differential. For this particular study, in order to adapt ethos theory, the 

researcher has incorporated several of the measuring methods. These indude 

ranking, linear rating scales and pseudo-Likert scales into the data collection 

device (see Appendix A). 

According to Andersen and Gevenger (1970), "the finding is almost 

universal that the ethos of the source is related in some way to the impaa of 

the message. This generalization applies not only to political, social, religious 

and economic issues but also to matters of aesthetic judgment and personal 

taste" (p. 219). 

This theory can easily be suited to fit the issue feared by most 

photographers and photo editors; i.e., that as the public becomes aware of 

photographic manipulation, the media may lose credibility. If the media are the 

"communicator" and the public is the "receiver" then in this model, ethos is the 

public's perceptions of the media at the time of communication. 

If it becomes common policy to alter and manipulate images in the 

media, and the public is knowledgable of this, then the perception of the 

communicator will be that it is an unreliable source of tmthful informatioa As 
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witii tfie meaning paradigm, perceptions (or tiie etiios) of tiie communicator 

will directly affea credibility. 

lustificatinn nf the Study 

On the topic of digital photographic manipulations, the literature to date 

has been limited to issues and ideals facing media professionals (Brand, Kelly 

& Kinney, 1985; Chitiielen, 1987; Foss St Kahan, 1989; Lasica, 1989; Parker, 

1988; Peters, 1991; Reaves, 1986, 1989a, 1989b; Retouching..., 1985; Salgado, 

199; Tomlinson, 19891; Terry & Lasorsa 1989). These smdies, however, have 

only touched the issues of credibility and believability of images. 

Only one study has cumulated quantitative data that specifically addresses 

the issues of credibility (Terry, 1990). However, this study targeted media 

professionals as did all of the previously dted studies. The major difference 

between this study and past studies, induding Terry's, is that this research 

addressed the problem of credibility by testing and questioning a segment of 

the public rather than media professionals. 

Photographers and media editors make up an extremely small percentage 

of the larger population who relies upon the media for tmthful news and 

information. Because this sample of the population is so specific and 

prejudiced, we can condude that their opinion of the perils inherent in digital 

technology is generalizable only within that segment of the population who are 

media professionals. Regardless of what media professionals think, it is the 

^en^ra/public who really judges the reliability or credibility of photographs. If 

they cease to consume a particular produa because it is obsolete or unreliable, 

that produa will have a short life-span. 
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When a new technology emerges, it is only namral to inquire of tiiose In 

direa contaa with the technology regarding tiie possible implications after its 

adoption. Electronic imaging has finally reached a point where tfie public is 

beginning to become familiar witii tiie technology. Research must now branch 

off in order to study those who will be affected by this innovation. This is not 

to say that the current line of research geared toward media professionals 

should be abandoned; there is yet a need for ftirther research among that 

sample of the populatioa Simply stated, tiie amount of literature on this 

subjea requires broadening beyond the sample populations consisting solely 

of those persons in control of the technology. 

Research Questions and Hvpotiieses 

For this research, four general questions have been developed regarding 

the credibility, believability, and the current state in which photographic 

images in the media are perceived by the public. The first question is the most 

general, its purpose being to create a starting-point from which the extent of 

knowledge saturation, regarding digital imaging systems, can be ascertained 

The other research questions are based on the previously mentioned theories. 

One premise of these theories is that credibility is based on perceptions and 

information effects perceptions. Thus information can affea credibility. 

The research questions addre.ssed by this research are: 

R,: How familiar are people v/ith the digital technology that is being 
incorporated into tiie field of photography? 

R,: Will knowledge of digital technology in photography affea the 
perceived credibility and believability of photographic images? 
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Ry- How do responses from tiie public compare to responses of 
photography professionals and academicians regarding what is 
acceptable and unacceptable photographic manipulatioa' 

R4: Regarding tiie acceptability of photographic image manipulation, 
does tiie public identify a diffierence between enhancement of news 
and non-news/entertainment events? 

Altiiough this technology has existed for over a decade, it is an extremely 

new technology to the average person. As previously stated, electronic 

imaging has reached a point where tiie public is only beginning to become 

familiar with the technology. As a result, tiiis research assumes that most 

subjects will not be familiar with it. The first research question asks how 

familiar are people with computer and digital technology? This question will 

not be tested but rather answered as a research question. 

In order to answer the remaining research questions, several hypotheses 

have been developed. The second research question is one of the most 

important issues for photographers, and for the media as a whole. The 

question asks whetiier photographs will lose their credibility and believability 

once digital technology and its ability to manipulate images becomes common 

knowledge and is broadly incorporated by the media. Past research has 

primarily concentrated on what photographers and editors think about images 

losing their credibility. The tme determiners of photographic credibility are not 

the photographers or the editors, but rather the viewing or purchasing general 

public. As a result, it \s paramount that researchers discover how consumers 

feel about this technology. 

The test group, which was exposed to the researcher's presentation, was 

provided information about digital technology, and thus should have greater 
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knowledge tiian tiie control group about its potential manipulatioa The 

information presented to the test group, in a leaure format, addressed the 

capadty of digital imaging systems to manipulate images which in turn may 

have influenced perceptions of photographs as accurate documents. As a 

result, the researcher believed tiiat greater suspidon or doubt would be 

reported by the test group. The following hypotheses have been developed to 

test this theory: 

H,: Subjects exposed to the researcher's presentation will find television 
news images and photographs less believable than subjects who 
received no information regarding digital technology. 

Hj: Subjects exposed to the researcher's presentation will find news 
magazine iimiges and photographs less believable than subjects who 
received no information regarding digital technology. 

H3: Subjects exposed to the researcher's presentation will find new^xtper 
images and photographs less believable than subjects who received 
no information regarding digital technology. 

H4: Subjects exposed to the researcher's presentation will find 
non-new^entertainment images and photographs on television less 
believable than subjects who received no information regarding 
digital technology. 

H,: Subjects exposed to the researcher's presentation will find 
entertainment/non-news images and photographs in newspapers less 
believable than subjects who received no information regarcUng 
digital technology. 

Ĥ - Subjects exposed to the researcher's presentation will find 
entertainment/non-news images and photographs in general 
magazines less believable than subjects who received no 
information regarding digital technology. 

H7: Subjects exposed to the researcher's presentation will find 
advertisement images and photographs less believable than subjects 
who received no information regarding digital technology. 
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One of the topics on tiie questionnaire asked subjects to indicate, in their 

opinion, how much manipulation, alteration, and enhancemem tiiey feh was 

being done to news, non-news/entertainment, and advertisemem images in 

magazines, newspapers, and on televisioa As witii tiie previous set of 

hypotheses, the information presented to tiie test group should have influenced 

perceptions of photographs as accurate documents. A higher level of perceived 

manipulation should result from sensitization to the amount of digital 

manipulation currently being done to photographs thereby raising the issue of 

credibility. 

H^ Subjects exposed to the researcher's presentation will indicate that a 
higher percentage of non-news/entertainment photographs are 
manipulated than subjects who received no information regarding 
digital technology. 

Hy' Subjects exposed to the researcher's presentation will indicate that a 
higher percentage of news photographs are manipulated than 
subjects who received no information regarding digital technology. 

HJQ: Subjects exposed to the researcher's presentation will indicate that a 
higher percentage of advertising photographs are manipulated than 
subjects who received no information regarding digital technology. 

Academicians and photography professionals have argued among 

themselves for years as to what is, or is not, excessive and/or unethical 

manipulation. Thus, tiie third research question turned to what is acceptable 

and unacceptable photographic manipulation for news images. In this area, 

how would responses from the public compare to tiiose of photography 

professionals and academicians? 
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A common acceptance exists among media professionals re^rding 

dodging, burning, cropping, adjusting, and conecting tiie color of news images 

tiirough traditional photographic means or tiirough tiie use of a computer. As 

reported earlier, past research has clarified tiiat, exduding tiie previous 

exceptions, media professionals state tiiat n«i« photographs should never be 

altered. 

As gatekeepers, photo-editors may find tiiat it is easier and safer to make 

a blanket policy regarding the manipulation of news photographs rather than 

evaluating situations case-by-case. Most professionals believe that even "minor" 

manipulation of one news photograph may jeopardize the public's trust in the 

media. One would consider minor manipulations as the removal of telephone 

wires/poles, elimination of embarrassing situations for subjects, and movement 

of items to fit a different format. 

The following hypotheses were developed under the assumption that the 

public was generally unfamiliar with the technology used in digital 

photography. Because of unfamiliarity with the technology, it was assumed that 

they would also be unfamiliar with the possible implications of the technology. 

The public may not have considered the many possible repercussions of 

misused technology regarding the loss of credibility and believability. As a 

result, the public will be more accepting of manipulation or alteration of 

photographs than media professionals. 

Hii: The subjects' approval rate of minor alterations of news photographs 
will be higher than the approval rate of professionals. 

H,,: The subjects' approval rate of other alterations of news photographs 
will be somewhat higher than the approval rate of professionals. 
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The final research question addresses the issue of differences between 

news coverage and non-news coverage of events. Research has shown that 

although professionals are adamam against manipulation of news photographs, 

there is no common ground regarding manipulation of other types of images. 

Will the public discriminate between news and non-news photographs the 

same way professionals do? 

Hjj: Subjects exposed to tiie researcher's presentation will indicate a 
lower approval for manipulations compared to subjects who were 
not exposed to the presentation for situations comparing news 
images to non-news/entertainment photographic images. 



CHAPTER IV 

METHODOLOGY 

The Experimental De.siyn 

A posttest-only experiment was conducted to determine if credibility 

and/or believability of photographic images would change after exposure to 

new information regarding digital manipulation in tiie field of photography. 

The test subjects were exposed to a 30-minute lecture and slide/video 

presentation concerning the possibilities of digital technology currently used by 

newspapers, magazines and television stations woridwide. At the conclusion 

to the presentation, subjects were asked to answer a questionnaire. 

The control group was not exposed to the lecture or slide/video 

presentation. Without any formal instmction, this group was given a 

questionnaire identical to the one that the test group completed. Since no 

instmctions were given before administering the questionnaire and no 

questions were answered, subjects were debriefed following the collection of 

all questionnaires to answer any possible questions. 

Subjects 

A convenience sample of undergraduate students enrolled in summer 

classes at Texas Tech University was used for test and control groups. Subjects 

were asked to paitidpate on a volunteer basis. One hundred fourteen students 

partidpated in the experiment from four classes in the Department of 

Communication Studies (which is not affiliated with the School of Mass 

Communications) and one from the School of Mass Communications. The 
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majority of tiie subjects (66.4%) were from courses in Communication Studies 

and the remaining 33.6% were from Mass Communications. 

hi order to obtain an equal number of subjects in both test and control 

groups, all subjects met in a lecture hall where subjects were tiien randomly 

divided into two separate groups. The split was made by asking every other 

person in each row to stand and go into another lecture hall. Since subjects did 

not come to the lecture hall with their classes, the researcher assumed that the 

seating arrangement was random — each subjea had an equal likelihood of 

sitting in one seat or another. 

Photop-aphic Material and Procedure ^ Test Group 

The test group was exposed to a digital-technology lecture and 

slide/video presentation, while the control group answered a questionnaire in 

another lecture hall. The leaure consisted of two video segments, and 

approximately 50 color slides of manipulated or altered photographs 

accompanied by narration from the researcher. 

After an introduction and brief overview, the researcher displayed a 

selection of slides showing before-and-after images of altered and retouched 

photographs. Slides induded photographs from popular magazines, 

newspapers and print advertisements that had been altered. During the 

presentation, the researcher addressed certain issues of credibility and 

believability with photographic images as well as some of the technical 

advantages and disadvantages of the new digital-imaging technology. The 

researcher was also extremely careful to avoid making any judgments or 

condusions — positive or negative — about credibility or believability of 
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photographic images. At tiie condusion of tiie sUde presentation, tiie first video 

clip was showa 

This clip came from CNN's Worid Report which aired Sunday, July 14, 

1991. The clip, originating from Iraqi television, showed Sadam Hussein 

walking around a demolished dty which the allied forces had reportedly 

destroyed daring the Gulf war. The narrator indcated tiiat Hussein had 

requested all photographers and artists to document the "mthless devastation-

America had infliaed upon tiie people of Iraq. 

At the conclusion of the clip, the test subjects were reminded of what 

they had seen in the previous slide presentation and how even severely 

manipulated images can be quite infiuential to an unknowing viewer. It 

should be noted here that the images these Iraqi "artists" and "photographers" 

produced may be fakes that will be used as propaganda against the United 

States. It is further possible that these images have been manipulated through 

the use of computer enhancement techniques. 

The second video segment was taken from a futuristic, fictional movie. 

The teclmology depiaed in these clips is yet ten to 20 years away in terms of 

practical uses in television. The subjects were told that the dgital technology 

depiaed in the clip is purely fictional at present, but in the not-so-distant future 

it may be as common as today's compaa dsc players. 

This segment was from the moNae, Tbe Running Man The clip portrayed 

a police officer, very popular with the public, disobeying direa orders from his 

superiors. As a result, the administration wants to get rid of him In order to 

do tius they "create" a videotape (using an advanced digital technology) of the 

officer hysterically killing innocent people in the streets. The video was run 
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during the movie's news broadcast as a factual story so as to mm tiie public 

against tiie hero. At the condusion of tiie second clip, tiie researcher made a 

few closing statements. A questionnaire similar to that administered to tiie 

control group was distributed to tiie rest subjects. Each group required ten to 

15 minutes to complete the questionnaire. 

Apparatus and Equipment 

Photographs were received from a variety of sources: magazines, personal 

contacts, advertising agencies, imaging system manufacturers, etc. All 

photographs were copied onto Kodachrome color slide film and masked to 

display only necessary portions of the images. Slides were projected onto a 

movie screen. Video clips were projeaed on the same wall as the slide 

presentation by means of a video projeaor permanently located in the lecture 

hall. Addtionally, the researcher used the aid of a loudspeaker system in the 

leaure hall for voice amplification. 

Thg Ougstionnaifc 

The questionnaires administered to the test and control groups were 

similar except for the phrasing of two questions. The phrasing differences were 

necessary to accommodate the faa that the test group was pre-exposed to 

some terms with which the control group may not have been familiar. With 

this clarified, no distinction is made between "test questionnaire" and "control 

questionnaire" in the discussion sectioa 

The questionnaire is designed in four sections (see Appendix A), 

beginning with "miscellaneous." This portion of tiie questionnaire identified 
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subjects' background demographics: sex, age, dassificatioa magazines and 

newspapers regularly read and tiieir fiuniliarity witii dgital photography. 

The second section of the questionnaire addresses the issue of 

believability, defined in the questionnaires so that subjects would have a 

uniform defimtion on which to base tiieir responses. The definition given was: 

[Believability isj a conviction of tiie tmtii of some statement or tiie 
reality of some being or phenomenon especially when based on 

trust 
you believe 

tiiat what you are seeing, hearing or reading is tmtiifuP 

Responses for the believability section were measured using an interval 

five-point Likert scale. A value of one indcated "strong believability" for the 

question while a value of five indcated "strong unbelievability." Questions 

were geared toward three media types — television, magazines, and 

newspapers — and three messages types — news, non-news/entertainment, 

and advertisement images. 

The third section of the questionnaire addressed the issue of perceived 

manipulation. Using an ordinal scaling system, subjects were asked to indcate 

the percentage of photographic images currentiy manipulated for the same 

three media types and three message types. 

Finally, the last portion of the questionnaire presented several situational 

questions regarding the same media types and media messages as the previous 

sections. Each of the simational questions dealt with photographs that had 

been digitally altered and manipulated in some manner. 

In the questionnaires, there was a short introduction before the questions 

that described digital technology. Since the control group was not exposed to 

the presentation on dgital technology, it was necessary to inform them 
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minimally about digital photography so tiiey could answer tiie questions. 

Altiiough tiie test group was previously informed about tiie capabilities of 

dgital imaging, tiie overview was also induded in tiieir questionnaire. The 

introduction read: 

The following questions are designed to determine what you titink 
about electronic still photography and dgital darkrooms in the media 
industry. If you are not familiar with dgital retouching or dgital 
darkrooms, here is a brief overview. 

First, a photograph or photographic negative is scanned and stored 
dgitally as pixels in a computer. Each pixel has its own indvidual 
qualities (color, density). Once the scanned dots are stored in the 
computer's memory, it becomes relatively easy to improve and/or alter 
the image. For example, to change a black dog to a white dqg, the 
operator simply traces the outline of the dog on the computer screen, 
then changesthe color values of the pixels inside the tracing by varying 
the color density. 

In addtion similar elements from many different photos can be 
recombined to make a picture that has never before existed. Through 
computer manipulation of dgitized images, there is absolutely no way to 
see where an image has been altered, even if you use a magnifying gilass. 

Subjects were asked to indcate their level of approval for each situation 

using and interval data scale. A response of one indcated that the subjea 

strongly approved of the photograph's alteration, a response of five denoted a 

strong disapproval of the manipulation. 



CHAPTER V 

RESULTS 

Of tiie 114 subjects who partidpated in tiiis study, almost 70 percent were 

upperclassmen. Sophomores made up some 20 percent and tiie remainder 

consisted of freshmen. Students enrolled in Communication Studes courses 

accounted for 66 percent of the subjects, and tiie remaining were from the 

School of Mass Communications. As expeaed, the mode value reported for 

subjects' ages was 18-24 years old (80.7%). Women accounted for almost 60 

percent of the sample. 

The first research question asked how familiar were people with the 

dgital technology that has been incorporated into the field of photography. In 

the questionnaire, subjects were asked how familiar they were with any of the 

following terms ("prior to the presentation" was induded on the test group's 

questionnaire): electronic still photography, still video photography, digital 

photography or dgital imaging. Only the control group was identified in this 

research question because the researcher believed that responses from subjects 

in the test group could possibly be affected by the presentation prior to filling 

out the questionnaire. 

Table 5.1 shows that only 25 percent of the respondents were familiar 

with digital technology. This dearly illustrates that only a small minority of the 

public is familiar with digital technology in the field of photography. 

The researcher feared that the test group's exposure to the presentation 

would affea responses to this question; however, results indcated that this was 

not the case. Responses suggested that regardess of age, sex, dassificatioa or 
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group (Test or Control), more tiian 51% of all respondents indcated tiiat tiiey 

were not familiar with dgital imaging. 

TABLE 5.1 
FAMILL\RITY WITH DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

Familiar (>)unt Percem 

YES 14 25% 

NO 42 75% 

N-56 

The first six hypotheses deah with the believability of photographic 

images in magazines, newspapers and televisioa Subjects were asked to 

indcate their level of belief on an interval scale from one to five. A response of 

1 indcated strong or extreme believability and 5 indcated extreme 

unbelievability. 

A 2-sample ^test was chosen to test the hypotheses. Table 52 dispUys 

the results. The first three hypotheses asked subjects to indcate the 

believability of news stories. The only difference among tiie tiiree was tiie 

meda type for which believability was questioned. 

The first hypothesis stated that tiie test group would find television news 

images and photographs less believable tiian tiie control group. The unpaired 

/value of 1.68 had a probability level of/^.048. 

The second hypotiiesis was based on tiie same premise except tiie media 

type was news magazines. As can be seen from Table 5.2 the mean 

believability score of news items in news magazines is 2.65 for subjects in the 

test group. The mean believability score for tiiose in the control group is 2.35. 
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The unpaired / value of 1.88 was statistically significam witii a one-tail 

probability of/^.031. 

Test Mean 

Control Mean 

/Value 

Probability 

TABLE 5.2 
BEUEVABIUTY OF NEWS COVERAGE 

FOR EACH MEDLV TYPE 

Television 

2.68 

2.42 

1.68 

.047 

* HJgher values indicate less believability 

News Magazines 

2.65 

2.35 

1.88 

.031 

Newspapers 

2.65 

2.35 

1.93 

.028 

The third hypothesis, which was the last to address the issue of 

believability of news images, stated that there would be a difference between 

the test and control groups regarding the believability of photographic news 

images in newspapers. The mean score for the test group was 2.65 and for the 

control group, 2.35. Once again, an unpaired /value of 1.93 was statistically 

significant with a one-tail probability of/^.028. 

In every instance, the test group, which was exposed to the ease and 

possible extent of photographic manipulation, found news images significantly 

less believable than subjects who were not sensitized to the potential effects of 

computers in photography. 
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The next three hypotheses were similar to the previous three except these 

stated that the believability of non-news/entertainment images would be 

significantly differem between the two groups. 

Hypothesis four stated tiiat there would be a difference between the test 

and control groups regarding their level of believability for television non-

news/entertainment photographic images. By observing the mean scores for 

the control and test group (Table 5.3), it can be seen that there is a slight 

difference between the two groups. However, an unpaired t-test revealed that 

the difference was not statistically significant at normal levels, with a 

significance level of, p-.082. Despite the difference between the two groups, 

the hypothesis could not be affirmed. 

TABLE 5.3 
BEUEVABIUTY OF NON-NEWS/ENTERTAINMENT 

COVERAGE BY MEDIA TYPE 

Test Mean 

Control Mean 

/Value 

Probability 

Television 

2.86 

2.63 

1.41 

.082 

* Higher values indicate less believability. 

General Magazines 

3.05 

2.67 

2.31 

.012 

Newspapers 

2.97 

2.59 

2.49 

.007 

Regarding non-news/enteruinment photographic images in newspapers. 

Hypothesis five was supported. Mean scores for the test and control groups 

were 2.97 and 2.59 respectively. The unpaired / vahie of 2.49 was statistically 
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significam witii a one-tail probability of/^.007. Results indcated tiiat ft>r 

non-news/entertainment photographic images in newspapers there was a 

statistically significant difference in believability between subjects who were 

pre-exposed to the dgital photography presentation and tiiose who were not 

The last hypothesis in this section directiy questioning tiie issue of 

believability was for non-news/entertainment photographic images in general 

magazines such as fashion, sports or entertainment publications. Table 5.3 

shows that an unpaired /-test gave a /-value of 2.31 which corresponds to a 

probability of p-.012. 

The seventh hypothesis stated that subjects will find photographic images 

from advertisers, to be the least believable, regardess of the medum — 

television, magazines or newspapers. To test this hypothesis a series of paired 

/ -tests were used to determine if differences were statistically significant In 

order to completely test the hypothesis, six separate paired / -tests were 

completed. 

Of the six indvidual /-tests, only one dd not report a statistically 

significant difference between advertising photographic images and the other 

two categories (see Table 5.4). Results indicated that in newspapers, subjects' 

responses toward believability of advertising and non-news photographic 

images were not significantiy different at normal levels. 

While one item was not statistically significant, the hypothesis was 

generally accepted. Advertising photographic images tended to be the least 

believable, regardess of the medum in which they appear. 
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TABLE 5.4 
BEUEVABIUTY OF ADVERTISEMENT IMAGES BY MEDLK TYPE 

Mean Difference Paired / value* Probability 
TELEVISION: 
Adv. versus News 

Adv. versus Non-news/ 
entertainment 

MAGAZINES: 
Adv. versus News 
Adv. versus Non-news/ 

entertainment 
NEWSPAPERS: 
Adv. versus News 
Adv. versus Non-news/ 

entertainment 
• DF - 113 

.623 

.430 

.588 

.228 

.447 

.167 

5.58 
3.81 

5.247 
2.059 

4.229 
1.577 

.0001 

.0002 

.0001 

.0418 

.0001 

.1175 

The next three hypotheses were based on the assumption that the test 

group had been exposed to the extent and frequency to which photographic 

images are manipulated in today's meda. As a result of this exposure, they 

would indcate that a higher percentage of images are manipulated than the 

control group would indcate. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed to 

determine if differences between groups were statistically significant. The 

percentage scale used by the subjects was designed to report ordinal but not 

interval level data. As a result, it was necessary to use tiie nonparametric 

version of the two-group paired /-test to test differences. 

A series of three Wilcoxon signed-rank procedures were used to test each 

of these hypotheses. The subject's completed questionnaire asked for an 

example of tiie percentage of manipulation they thought occurred in each of 
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tiie listed media types — television, newspapers, and magazines. As a result it 

was necessary to test for differences between the two groups for each of the 

three media types listed on the questionnaire. 

The eighth hypothesis exdusively addressed the issue of non-

news/entertainment photographic images for each of the three media types 

(Table 5.5). It stated tiiat tiie test group would indcate tiiat a higher percentage 

of non-news/entertainment photographs were manipulated than would the 

control group. 

TABLE 5.5 
PERCEIVED LEVEL OF MANIPULATION OF 

NON-NEWS/ENTERTAINMENT IMAGES 

Effea of Exposure* 

Magazines: 

Television: 

Newspapers: 

Positive Count 

95 

(94%) 

93 

(94%) 

80 

(85%) 
* Diffeience in exposure levels— Te« vs 
' Wilcoxon signed-rank statistic 

Negative Count 

0 

(6%) 

6 

(6%) 

14 

(15%) 
Control groups, • - X>Y. 

Z value' 

-8.461 

-8.398 

-7.336 

-X<Y 

Probability 

.0001 

.0001 

.0001 

As can be seen from Table 5.5, there was a statistically significant 

difference between tiie two groups fr)r each of tiie tiiree media types. 

However, the p value and Zvalue show only tiiat there is a difference; tiiey do 

not indcate the direction of the differences. 
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In order to determine if tiie test group indcated a higher percentage of 

manipulation, we should look at tfie count percentage (Table 5.6). The positive 

count percentage represents tiie amoum of responses tiiat indcated a high 

level of manipulation. For all three media types, tiie positive count has a higher 

percentage than the negative count This indcates tiiat test subjects believed 

there to be a higher level of manipulation in non-news/entertainment 

photographic images than dd the control group. 

TABLE 5.6 
PERCEIVED LEVEL OF MANIPULATION 

OF NEWS IMAGES 

Effea of Exposure* 
Positive Count Negative Count Z value' Probability 

Magazines: 78 15 -7.282 .0001 

(84%) (16%) 

Televisioa 79 12 -7.453 .0001 

(87%) (13%) 

Newspapers: 56 24 -7.336 .0001 

(70%) (30%) 
* Di£fefeiKe in exposure levels— Test vs Control groups, • - X>Y; - - X<Y 
' Wilcoxon signed-rank statistic 

The nintii hypothesis addresses the issue of photographic news images. 

As can be seen from Table 5.6, there was a statistically significant difference for 

each of the three media types. For all tiiree of the media types, tiie positive 

count has a higher percentage than the negative count This indcated that test 

group respondents felt there was a higher level of manipulation in non-

news/entertainment photographic images tfian the control group indcated 
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The titird hypotiiesis in tiiis set stated tiiat tiie test groups perceived 

amoum of manipulation done in advertisements will be greater tiian tiie 

perceived amoum of manipulation by tiie control group. 

Table 5.7 dearly shows tiiat, in every instance, tiie Wilcoxon signed-rank 

test demonstrated that there was a statistically significant difference between 

groups. As with the previous two hypotiieses, tiie positive count percentages 

are much higher than negative count percentages meaning that respondents 

indcated that there was a high level of manipulation of photographic images. 

TABLE 5.7 
PERCEIVED LEVEL OF MANIPULATION 

OF ADVERTISING IMAGES 

Effea of Exposure* 
Positive Count Negative Count Zvalue' Probability 

-8.914 .0001 Magazines: 

Televisioa 

Newspapers: 

' Difference in earooaure 
' Wilcoxon signed-iank i 

105 

(98%) 

103 

(98%) 

80 

(85%) 
level»—Test vs 

sutistic 

2 

(2%) 

2 

(2%) 

14 

(15%) 
Control groups; • 

-8.831 .0001 

-7.442 .0001 

The next two hypotheses compared the approval rate for altering news 

photographs among subjects (test and control) to the approval rate of media 

professionals (specifically, photographers and edtors in magazines and 

newspapers). Specifically, it compared approval diffierences of alterations for 

news situations. 
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Media professionals (as previously defined for tiiis study) were not 

questioned or surveyed for tiiis research. However, past research (Reaves, 

1986, 1989b, 1991; Parker, 1988; Terry St Lasorsa. 1989; Tomlinson, 1989) has 

shown that media professionals are unanimous in tiieir beliefs that news 

photographs should never be manipulated or altered outside that which has 

been accepted through the tradtional darkroom techniques of cropping, 

dodging and burning, and color correcting. 

To test these hypotheses, an unpaired one group t-test was performed 

The twelfth hypothesis tested whether there was a difference between the 

public (test and control subjects) and media professionals in their approval rate 

of minor alterations of news photographs. Minor alterations were defined as 

removing telephone wires or poles, eliminating embarrassing situations for 

subjects, and moving items within an image to fit a different visual format or 

perspective. Minor alterations are changes that do not dramatically or blatantly 

change the meaning of the photograph. 

In the subject's questionnaire, there were three situational questions 

dealing with the minor alteration of news photographs. These questions 

entailed the following three circumstances: 

• In a news photograph, two persons are dgitally moved doser 
together to make the framing vertical rather than horizontal. 

• In a news photo distracting telephone lines and wires are digitally 
remove irotn a photograph. 

• A news photograph shows a boy whose zipper is down. By using a 
computer, his fly is zipped up to avoid any unnecessary 
emt^rrassment. 

A one sample /-test was mn independentiy for each of the three questions 

(Table 5.8). Although past research has shown tiiat media professionals are 

unanimous in their feelings that manipulation of news images is never 
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acceptable (indcating a population mean of 5), a mean of 4 was given to 

represem a conservative response level for media professionals. The response 

scale was: 
1 - Strongly approve 
2 - Approve 
3 - Don't care one way or the other 
4 - Disapprove 
5 - Strongly disapprove. 

Question 

Repositioning 

Remove Wires 

Close Zipper 

TABLE 5.8 
APPROVAL RATE OF MINOR ALTERATIONS 

TO NEWS PHOTOGRAPHS 

Mean score 

2.76 

2.81 

2.22 

lvalue 

-13 

-11.89 

-19.31 

Probability 

.0001 

.0001 

.0001 

As can be seen from Table 5.8, for each of the situational questions, 

subjea approval of the alteration was significantly higher than that of media 

professionals. 

The twelfth hypothesis differed in that it was concemed with the removal 

of items in news photographs. The situational questions in the subjea 

questionnaire stated: 

• In a news photograph, several people standing in the background 
are dgitally removed to eliminate any distractions from the subject 

• In a news photo taken in Los Angeles, the muddy-brown smog-
filled sky is dgitally removed and a dean blue sky is inserted in its 
place to make the photo more attractive (the photo is not for a 
story about pollution or the environment). 

Using tiie same population mean and acceptance scale. Table 59 

illustrates the results given from the one sample /-test 
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TABLE 5.9 
APPROVAL RATE OF OTHER ALTERATIONS 

TO NEWS PHOTOGRAPHS 

Question 

Remove People 

Remove Smog 

Mean score 

3.38 

3.47 

/value 

-6.0 

-5.36 

Probability 

.0001 

.0001 

For both of the situational questions, subjea approval of the alteration 

was significantiy higher than that assumed for media professionals. 

Addtionally, it should be noted that, as expected, the approval rate among 

subjects for m/noralterations (Table 5.8) was higher than the subjea approval 

rate for other manipulatiofiS of news photographs (Table 59). 

Hypothesis thirteen slated that there would be an approval difference 

between the news and non-news situations. Two items asked almost identical 

questions except that one refers to an advertisement and the other to a news 

photograph. The questions stated: 

• In a news photo taken in Los Angeles, the muddy-brown smog-
filled sky is dgitally removed and a clean blue sky is inserted in its 
place to make the photo more attractive (me photo is not for a 
story about pollution or tiie environment). 

• In a travel guide photograph promoting tourism in the Los Angeles 
area, the muddy-Brown smog-filled sky is removed and a dean blue 
sky is inserted in its place to make the photo more attractive. 

A two-group paired /-test (Table 5.10) was done to determine if there was 

a statistically significant difference between the two situational questions. 
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TABLE 5.10 
SIMILAR ALTERATIONS AND SITUATIONS, 

DIFFERENT PHOTOGRAPHIC INTENT 

QUfiStiOa Average x-v srnre Paired / Value Probability 

News versus Promotion -.561 -5.005 0001 

Results indcated a statistically significant difference between approval 

rates for similar news and non-news photographic alterations. It is important 

to note that, although the diffierence was significant, it was not the direction 

that was initially expeaed. The mean approval rate for the news situation was 

3.47. It was assumed since the non-news photograph was an advertisement, 

subjects would indcate a higher approval rate for the manipulation. This was 

not the case. The mean score for the non-news photograph was 4.04, which is 

significantiy higher than the mean score for the news situation. The hypothesis 

was therefore not accepted. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

The question remains whether, with the mevitable adoption of digital 

imaging systems by tiie media and tiie number of misuses of tiie technology 

tiiat have already arisen, photographic images are likely to lose tiieir credbility? 

In his doaoral disseration in 1970, John Fryman wrote "in our worid 

(there are) forces of change of such magnitude tiiat nothing in man's past has 

equipped him to hande tiiem" (Fryman, 1970, p. 167). Twenty years later 

society is still faced with technologies that are of such dimension that we may 

not know how to address the problems that arise from them. 

Although he was referring to emerging technologies in the seventies. 

Flyman's point is equally applicable today. He continues: 

Our increasing population and accelerating technological 
development places before man simultaneously the strongest threat to 
his survival and his greatest challenge ... recent technology has 
produced such profound changes in communication, transportation 
and technology, in business and social practices, that no longer can man 
live in the limited boundaries of his small personal world of private 
concem. The expanding technological resources now must be direaed 
toward the solving of great humanistic problems which have resulted 
from technology itself, (pp. 167-168) 

The changes taking place in the field of communications today are quite 

different than those occurring back in 1970. Today, we have global 

communication networks in place and operational tiiat were only beginning to 

be constmcted in the 70s. We also have computers on the verge of saturating 

sodety. The presence of which have made many of our technological advances 

possible. It is these advancing technologies that soWed many of the 

"humanistic problems" that Fryman mentions. The current technology that has 

64 
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brought about tiie advances in photography are currentiy creating some 

modem "humanistic problems" of tiieir own. The problem of tiie possible loss 

of credbiUty and beUevability of photographic images due to emerging 

technologies is one of central concem 

If generalizable, tiie results of tiiis study indcate tiiat, witii all otiier 

•̂ tilings" remaining equal, photographic images will lose some of tiieir 

credbility. At the present rate of adoption and rate of misuse or •̂ inethical" use 

by the media, photographic news images may soon not be able to 

unquestionably serve as evidence of reality. However, before we give up on 

the future of photography, we must identify what the previously mentioned 

"tilings" must remain equal. If tiiese items can be identified, we can see to it 

that they do not remain equal. In order to accomplish this, first let us examine 

the primary limits of this particular smdy. 

First, it should be noted tiiat as indcate by the demographics of the 

sample all subjects used in this research were of a higher level of education 

than the general public. All subjects were recmited from college courses in 

which they were enrolled. Past research has shown that the higher the level of 

indvidual educational attainment, the lower the level of credbility given to the 

meda (Ciaziano St McGratii, 1985). 

This faa, however, does not predude the results received from subjects of 

higher educational experience. The purpose of this research is not to 

determine bow much credence or belie\'ability photographic images are 

currently given. Nor is it the purpose of this smdy to determine the amount of 

credbility that may be lost due to dgital imaging. The question this research 

attempts to answer is: will there be a change in the perception of photographic 
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or believability once people become familiar witii digital technology in 

photography. Results from tius study indcate tiiat infomiation reganiing dgital 

imaging does have an effea on perceptions, and tiius, credbility. The amount 

of impaa, however, cannot be determined from tiiis populatioa In order to 

answer specific questions, a general population would need ftirther 

investigation. 

Believability is one of tiie central issues addressed by tiiis research. 

Although the researcher dd not attempt to determine directly whether news 

images were more believable tiian entertainment images, or vice versa, we can 

observe the mean scores for each type of media and make some useful, 

general comparisons. By comparing similar items (Tables 5.2 and 5.3), it can be 

seen that, in every instance, regardess of the media type, photographic news 

images had lower mean scores than entertainment and advertising images, 

indcating that the news images had higher levels of believability. 

We can conclude, therefore, that Upton and Upton (1989) are correa in 

their position that photographs can be documents on many levels. Subjects 

indcated a higher level of believability because mere exists a tradtion in 

which photographs imended as news images can be trusted and believed. 

According to the them, the words news photograph "implies that this is exactly 

what you [the viewer! would have seen if you had been there [at the scene] 

yourself (emphasis added, p. 370). 

It may be for this reason that media professionals have been so 

unrelenting in their views regarding the manipulation, even minor 

enhancement, of news photographs. The tradtion that news photographs are 

factual representations of events is possibly on the brink of disappearing. As a 
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result, media professionals are expending great effort to ensure tiiat tiie 

tradtion of tmthful news photography continues. 

While media professionals continue to maintain their unrelenting views 

regarding manipulation of new images, subjects in this smdy indcated higher 

approval rates for manipulated news photo tiian advertising photographs, 

which is contradctory to media professionals. 

The thirteenth hypothesis was rejeaed because results indcated that the 

approval rate was higher for an altered news photograph than an advertising 

photograph. This severely contradcts the assumption that approval rates would 

be higher for alteration of advertising photographic images. This trend also 

strongly differs from the positions of most media professionals reported in past 

research. 

A possible explanation for the lower approval rate of the advertising 

images may be that subjects felt the situation in the advertising photograph was 

more deceptive or more serious a lie than the situation in the news 

photograph. By altering the color of the sky in the news photograph, subjects 

may have felt that the meaning or intent of the photo had not been changed 

since the image was not about an environmental issue. By changing the 

advertising photograph, however, the message or intent of the photograph 

changed. Subjects may have felt that the altered advertising photograph was 

intentionally deceptive; therefore, the manipulation was exuemely 

unacceptable. 

Credbility and believability is by far the most important trait the news 

media have. However, as noted by Daniel Terry (1990), this tiireat to photo 

credbility goes beyond the mainstream news media and may not be altogether 
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protectable" (p. 137). There are otiiers to whom credbility and tmtfi is not so 

important PubUc relations corporations, portrait and fashion photographers, 

newsletter designers and, conceivably, even political organizations will have 

access to this technology as computer work stations decline in cost (Terry, 

1990). 

For example, portrait photographers are not concemed with losing 

credbility. Their primary concem is making tiieir subjects or models look as 

good as possible. As a result, tiiey may have no ethical or professional problem 

regarding severe manipulation of their photographs. Although the technology 

may surface only in portrait studos, the knowledge of dgital photo 

manipulation will be known and linked to photography as a whole. As we 

have already stated, information can change perceptions which then can 

change perceived credbility. Even manipulation by the non-media will affea 

the credbility of photographs. 

As for future areas of research, the field is almost limitiess at this 

juncture. The amount of literature is extremely limited in the area of digital 

imaging because the technology is relatively new. Most of the existing research 

is centered around the issues of ethics as seen by media professionals. 

Another potential issue of dgital imaging is the legal admissibility of 

photograpic images into a court of law. To illustrate this, the following is one 

authors look into a hypothetical coumoom of the future (Brand et al., 1985). 

Your honor, we cannot accept tiiis photograph in evidence. While it 
purports to show my client in a motel bedroom with a woman not his 
wife, there is no way to prove the photograph is real. As we know, the 
craft of digital retouching has advanced to the poim where a 
'photograph' can represent anything whatever. It could show my diem in 
bed with your honor. 

To b^ sure, digital retouching is still a somewhat expensive process. 
A black-and-white photo like this, and the negative it is made from, n ^ t 
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cost a few thousand dollars to concoa as fiction, but considering my 
client's sodal position and tiie financial stakes of tiiis case, tiie cost of tiie 

admitted as evidence, (p. 42) 

For years photographs have been admissible as evidence; however, that 

may soon change. At tiiis time, however, no ruling has been made as to the 

admissibility of dgital images. 

Furthermore, one of the primary areas of ftimre investigation is the 

decline in photography's credbility due to this improving technology. Future 

research may show that there is indeed a loss of credbility due to these 

technologies; however, the loss is so insignificant that the media need not 

worry. It is also possible that fumre research may find the exaa opposite. For a 

smdy such as that reviewed here, it would be necessary to have a sample 

population of the general public rather than a limited, specific sample 

population as in this smdy. 

Also, it would be desirable for fumre researchers to develop other 

methods for measuring credbility. Most of the current literature has collected 

data through various types of surveys or interviews. Although this research was 

the first attempt using an experimental design, a self-reported survey 

questionnaire remained the primary means of data collection. 

Furthermore, the possibility of test contamination due to the researcher's 

delivery during the test group's presentation or the choice of vocabulary may 

have also affected results. Replication would be one of the primary means of 

testing for this type of error. 

What will be the effea of tiiis technology over tim^ Results indcated that 

fewer than 51% of the respondents were familiar with digital imaging systems. 
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It is possible that, once familiarity of this technology reaches the 80-85% level, 

responses may be quite different If so, why? 

The technology of the future is here today. Although not yet a common 

household term, dgital imaging systems and electronic still photography are 

here to stay. Twenty years from now many photographers of the next 

generation may find it difficult to believe that old-timers actually had to 

develop film using chemicals and darkrooms. This is not unlike the amazement 

felt by today's young graduate students who find it hard to believe tiiat twenty 

years ago people aaually used manual typewriters to write their theses. 
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APPENDIX A 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please answer the following questtons by marliing 
the appro/frlate box as clearfy as possibk. ffmSre 
room ts needed to provide an answer, please 
continue writing on the back of the page. 

Thank you. 

1. Sex 

a Male 

I YourAge 

a UndrrlS 
O 25-32 
O Over45 

3. Classificatioa as of June "91 

Q Female 

O 33-45 

a 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Freshman 
Sophomofc 
Junior 
Senior 
Graduate — Degiee Track 
Graduate — Non-degree Track 
Other 

4. Which of the foUowtaig classes are you cunendyenrolie(P 

G SCOMI301 (Lea Gibson) 
a SCOM2300 aeniOchotorMikeTniesdale) 
a SGOM3306 (Vangie Pearson) 
• Advertising (Joe Bob Hester) 
a MCOMUw (pr. Harmon) 

5. Please list any nagazinesdat you read regularly. 

O 
o 
o 
o 
o 
a 
6. Do fouregulariy read a newspaper 

a Yes O NodUp'T) 

7. WhainewspaperdoyouaonmlyreKff 

a DaOasMonyogNews 
G LubbockAl 
O Wall Sbcei Journal 

O Other 

O Dallas Times HeraM 
G Forth Wonh Star Tele. 
G USA Today 

8. Prior to dys presenaikM, were you (aintttr widi any of 
the foUowing lerms: Becnonic Stil Photography; smi video 
pboiognpfay; Digital photognplir, Digial inagii^ 

G Yes G No(fltip«9) 

9. How familiar are you widiihe afofenenitoned lenni? 

G Very familiar 

G Somewhat funiUar 
G Have only heard of then 

The neidl several questions address the issue of 
believabUity. 7b aid you in answering these 
questions, belieuabiUty, is d^ined m- 'a convktion 
of the truth of some statement or the reahtyof 
some being orphenomenon especially when omed 
on examination ofeuiderKO; capabte of being 
believed especially as within the range qfhnmun 
possibility or probability.' In other words, do you 
trust the statement to he factual wUhout hesUatkm 
or doubt—do you believe that what you art see^ 
hearing or readkg Is truthful^ Abii,tmase do rnl 
confuse news items with mm-nma uems. 

10. In general, how beUevable do you think newspapen aic in 
covering news stories? 

1 
extremely 
beUevable 

extremely 
unbeUevable 

II. In general, how believable do you think news magazines 
are in covering news stories? 

1 
extremely 
beUevable 

5 
extremely 

12. In geneal, how believable do you diinkdKvkkonewi 
coverage is from lekvisioo oeiwork/cable servicei? 

1 
extreme^ iremety 

Uevable 
extremely 
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13- In general, how beUevable do you think hems In 
newspapers are for non-news/enlertalnmem stories? 

1 
extremely 
believable 

extremely 
unbeUevable 

14. In general, how beUevable do you think magazines are ki 
ooveriog •on-newi/enteftalnmeot stories? 

1 
extrenKly 
beUevable 

extremely 
unbeUevable 

15- In general, how beUevable do you think the vkleo 
coverage b from non-news/enteftaioment lekvlskm 
network/cable services? 

1 2 
extremely 
believable 

extremely 
unbeUevable 

16. In general, how beUevable are die images that you see in 
advtftbements on television (dils is not asking how 
beUevable die ad is — just die images in die ao)? 

1 
extremely 
believable 

5 
extremely 

unbeUevable 

17. In general, how believable are die Images dat you see in 
magazine advertisements (diis is not asking how beUevable 
die ad is — )ust die images In die ad)? 

1 2 
extremely 
beUevabfe 

5 
exiicmeiy 

unbeUevable 

18. In general, how beUevable are die photosraphicimap 
diat you see In newspaper advertisements (this Is not asking 
how beUevable UK ad is - lust die knages in die ad)? 

1 
extremely cjttcndy 

19. InyouropMoo, 
photographi or video 
enhanced In some way. 

... in magazines? 
G LessdoolOH 
G 26-50H 
G 76^0H 

...kinewspapea? 
G LessdonlOH 
G 26-50% 
G 76^0M 

... In lelevisiofL' 
G LessdaolM 
G 26-50H 
G 76^0H 

percentage of all advertising 
are nanipukiied, alKred or 

G 10-25% 
G 51-75H 
G MoRdMi90H 

G 10-25% 
G 51-75% 
G MoielhM90% 

G 10-25% 
G 51-75% 
G Moiediio90% 

20. If you saw a coaflkHag aewa phdDgwph 
same news story from one or more oi the 
(leleviston, newspapers or magaiiDeaX 
me most inninrw K> ocuever 

1—Televistoo 

Why? 

2 ^ Newspaper 

or video of dK 
la services 
wouklyoube 

3 -

21. As far as you can recall offhand, have you ever seen a 
conflicting news photograph or video report of die same 
story from different news sources? 

1 - N o 2—Yatfffea.whetf 

22. When you see photographs In newspapers or magazines, 
or video dipa on televi 
die article or coveage 
or video dipa on television aocompanying a news story d 

a o n e b d M i k or cmUble? 

1 —No 2-Yea 
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23. Overall, which news media seem more iclbble when you 
see photographs or vkleo Images? 

1—Television 

Why? 

2—Newspaper 3~MagazifK 

24. If you had to choose one source of news, whkh of die 
foUowing woukl you choose? 

1—Tdevkkm 

Why? 

2—Newspaper 3—Magazine 

25. If you had to choose one source of entertainment, which 
of die foUowing woukl you choose? 

1—Tdeviskxi 2—Newspaper 3—Magazine 

Why? 

26. In your opinkm, what percentage of all news 
photographs or vkieo images are manlpubted, altered or 
enhanced in some way... 

... in magazines? 
G Less than 10% 
G 26-50% 
G 76-90% 

... ki newspapers? 
G Less dun 10% 
G 26-50% 
G 76^0% 

... ki televiskNi? 
G LessdianlQ% 
G 26-50% 
G 76^0% 

G 10-25% 
G 51-75% 
G I4oredian90% 

G 10-25% 
G 51-75% 
G Moredian90% 

G 10-25% 
G 51-75% 
G Moredian90% 

27. Have you ever seen a news photograph or nrtn vkleo and 
dwught diat k had been docioicd or changed somehow? 

G Yes(pleaKexplata) G No 

28. limited only ID news Issues, how nuch of what you tee 
on leleviskn, in newspapers and tai magazines do you 
beUeve? 

1 
Everything 

29. Limited onhr to news 
read/hear on teKvWofl, ki 
youbeUevtf 

1 2 I 
EveryUiing 

5 
Nothkig 

how much of what you 
and in maMrineado 

Nothkig 

30. In your opinion, what percentage of aU non-
news/entertainment photographs or vMeo knages are 
manipuhied, ahered or enlnnccd ki some way... 

... ki magazines? 
G LessaianlO% 
G 26-50% 
O 76^0% 

...k) newspapers? 
G Less dan 10% 
G 26-50% 
G 76^0% 

... kiteleviskM? 
G LessdttnlO% 
G 26-50% 
G 76-90% 

G 10-25% 
G 51-75% 
G Moredian90% 

G 10-25% 
G 51-75% 
G Moredttn90% 

G 10-25% 
G 51-75% 
G Moicdan90% 

More 00 die next page* 
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Ihe foltowing questkm are designed to determine what 
you diink about electronic still photography and digital 
darkrooms ki die medb Industry. If you stiU are not fan^Uar 
wkh digital retouching or digital darkrooms after die 
introductory presenution, here Is a brief overview. 

First, a photograph or photographk negative is scanned 
and stored dlgiuUy as pixeb bi a computer. Each pixd has 
its own bidhfklual qualides (cokx, density). Once die 
scanned dots are stored In the computers memory. It 
becomes refauively easy to bnprove and/or aher the image. 
For example, to change a Mack dog to a whke dog. die 
operator simply traces die oudine of die dog on die 
computer screen, dwn changes die cofor values of die pixels 
biskle die trackig by varytaig die cofor density. 

In additk)n similar elements from many different photos 
can be recombined to make a pklure diat has never before 
existed. Through computer manipulation of digitized 
bnages, diere is absolutely no way to see where an knage has 
been ahered, even If you use a magnifying gbss. 

7his technology poses an array qf ethical 
dUemmas. For the foUowing questions l^ease 
indicate your level of approval or disapproval for 
the changes made to the photographs. 

1 — Strongly Approve 
2 —Approve 
3 — Don't care one way or die odier 
4 —Disapprove 
5 — Strongly Disapprove 

31. In a news photograph, two persons are digiully moved 
doser logeUier to make die framing vertical radier dian 
borizootaL 

1 5 

32. For die cover of an entertainment magazine two 
different knages are combined on a computer to appear as 
one photograph. 

1 2 3 4 5 

33 Ina news photo distracting telephone Uoes and wkes are 
digitaUy remove from a photograpn. 

1 2 3 4 5 

34. In a news photograph, several people sundkig In die 
background are digisly remove to elbnlRate any 
distractions from n e subjea 

1 2 3 4 5 

35. In an advertisement photograph for women's swknwear 
diere are several distractiM Items hi die beach background 
(buildkigs, people, trash) m t are removed uskig a computer 
to make \im ODodd appear afone on a deaobte strip of ocean 
property. 

1 2 3 4 5 

36. In a news photo taken ki Los Angeles, die muddy-brown 
smog nUed sinr Is digitally removed and a dean bkie sky is 
biserted hi its place to make die photo more attractive (die 
photo is not for a story about polMhxi or die environment). 

1 2 3 4 5 

37. In a ttavd gukle photograph promoting lourten ki die 
Los Angeles area, die muddv-brown smog Med shy Is 
removed and a aean blue sky Is kacrted hi ks plKC to make 
die photo more attractive. 

1 2 3 4 5 

38. A news photograph shows a boy whoae tipper Is down. 
By uskig a computer, his fly li zipped up to avok) any 
unnecessary cmbanasuneflL 

1 2 3 4 5 

39. A modd hired for an advertisement has several facial 
blemishes dot cannot be covered with make-up. After die 
photograph la nnde aU blemishes are removed widi die use of 
a computer making her appear much more attractive kidie 
advcrtisemenL 

1 



APPENDIX B 

NATIONAL PRESS PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSOCUTION 
CODE OF ETHICS 

The National Press Photographer Association, a professional sodety 

dedicated to the advancement of photojournalism, acknowledges concem and 

respect for the public's natural-law right to fireedom in searching for the truth 

and the right to be informed truthfully and completely about public events and 

the would in which we live. 

We believe that no report can be complete if it is possible to enhance and 

clarify the meaning of the words. We believe that pictures, whether used to 

depict news events as they actually happen, illustrate news that has happened, 

or to help explain anything of public interest, are an indispensable means of 

keeping people accurately informed, that they help all people, young and old, 

to better understand any subject in the public domain.. 

Believing the foregoing we recognize and acknowledge that the condua 

in serving the public interest. To that end the National Press Photographers 

Association sets forth the following Code of Ethics which is subscribed to by all 

of its members. 

1. The practice of photojournalism, both as a science and art, is worthy of 

the very best thought and effort of those who enter into it as a profession. 

2. Photojournalism affords an opportunity to serve the public that is equalled 

by few other vocations and all members of the prt)fession should strive by 

example and influence to maintain high standards of ethical condua free 

of mercenary considerations of any kind 
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3. It is the individual responsibility of every photojoumalist at all times to 

strive for pictures that report truthfully, honestly, and objectively. 

4. Business promotion in its many forms is essential bur untrue statements of 

any nature are not worthy of a professional photojoumalist and we 

severely condemn any such practice. 

5. It is our duty to encourage and assist all members of our profession, 

individually and collectively, so that the quality of photojournalism may 

constantly be raised to higher standards. 

6. It is the duty of every photojoumalist to work to preserve all fireedonvof-

press rights recognized by law and to work to protea and expand 

freedom-of-access to all sources of news and visual information. 

7. Our standards of business dealings, ambitions and relations shall have in 

them a note of sympathy for our common humanity and shall always 

require us to take into consideration our highest duties as members of 

society. In every situation in our business life, in every responsibility that 

comes before us, our chief thought shall be to fulfill that responsibility 

and discharge that duty so that when each of us is finished we shall have 

endeavored to lift the level of human ideals and achievement higher than 

we found it. 

8. No Code of Ethics can prejudge every situation, thus common sense and 

good judgement are required in applying ethical principles. 



APPENDDC C 

SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS, 

SIGMA DELTA CHI, 

CODE OF ETHICS 

The Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, believes the duty 

of journalists is to serve the truth. 

We believe the agencies of mass communication are carriers of public 

discussion and information, acting on their Constitutional mandate and 

freedom to leam and report the facts. 

We believe in public enlightenment as the forerunner of justice, and in 

our Constitutional role to seek the truth as part of the public's right to know 

the truth. 

We believe those responsibilities carry obligations that require journalists 

to perform with intelligence, objectivity, accuracy and faimess. 

To these ends, we declare acceptance of the standards of practice here set 

forth. 

Resfx)nsibility 

The public's right to know of events of public importance and interest is 

the overriding mission of the mass media. The purpose of distributing news 

and enlightened opinion is to serve the general welfare. Journalists who use 

their professional status as representatives of the public for selfish or other 

unworthy motives violate a high trust 

Adopted by tbe 1973 annual convention of Sigma Delta Chi 
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Freedom cfthe Press 

Freedom of the press is to be guarded as an inalienable right of people in 

free society. It carries with it the freedom and the responsibility to discuss, 

question, and challenge actions and utterances of our government and of our 

public and private institutions. Journalists uphold the right to speak unpopular 

opinions and the privilege to agree with the majority. 

Ethics 

Journalists must be free of obligation to any interest other than the 

public's right to know the truth. 

1. Gifts, favors, free travel, special treatment, or privileges can 
compromise the integrity of journalists and their employees. 
Nothing of value should be accepted 

2. Secondary employment, political involvement, holding public 
office, and serving in community organizations should be avoided if 
it compromises the integrity of journalists and their employers. 
Journalists and their employers should condua their personal lives 
in a manner which protects them from conflia of interests, real or 
apparent. Their responsibilities to the public are paramount. That is 
the nature of their profession. 

3. So-called news communications from private sources should not be 
published or broadcast without substantiations of their claims to 
news value. 

4. Journalists will seek the news that serves the public interest, despite 
the obstacles. They will make constant efforts to assure that the 
public's business is conduaed in public and that public record are 
open to public inspectioa 

5. Journalists acknowledge the newsman's ethic of protecting 
confidential sources of information. 
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Accuracy and Objectivtty 

Good faith with the public is the foundation of all worthy journalism 
1. Trust is our ultimate goal 

2. Objectivity in reporting the news is another goal, which serves as 
the mark of an experienced professional. It is a standard of 
performance toward which we strive. We honor those who achieve 
it. 

3. There is no excuse for inaccuracies or lack of thoroughness. 
4. Newspaper headlines should be flilly warranted by the contents of 

the articles thy accompany. Photographs and telecasts should give 
an accurate picture of an event and not highlight a minor incident 
out of context. 

5. Sound practice makes clear distinction between news reports and 
expressions of opinion. News reports should be free of opinion or 
bias and represent all sides of and issue 

6. Partisanship in editorial comment which knowingly departs from 
the truth violates the spirit of American journalism. 

7. Journalists recognize their responsibility for offering informed 
analysis, comment, and editorial opinion of public events and 
issues. They accept the obligation to present such material by 
individuals whose competence, experience, and judgement qualify 
them for it. 

8. Special articles or presentations devoted to advocacy or the writer's 
own conclusions and interpretations should be labeled as such. 

Fair Play 

Journalists at all times will show respea for the dignity, privacy, rights, 

and well being of people encountered in the course of gathering and 

presenting the news. 
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1. The news media should not communicate unofficial charger 
affection reputation or moral character without giving the accused a 
chance to reply. 

2. The news media must guard against invading a person's right to 
privacy. 

3. The media should not pander to morbid curiosity about details of 
vice and crime. 

4. It is the duty of news media to make prompt and complete 
correction of their errors. 

5. Journalists should be accountable to the public for their reports and 
the public should be encouraged to voice its grievances against the 
media. Open dialogue with our readers, viewers and listeners should 
be fostered. 

Pledge 

Journalists should actively censure and try to prevent violations of these 

standards, and they should encourage their observance by all newspeople. 

Adherence to this code of ethics is intended to preserve the bond of mutual 

trust and respea between American journalists and the American people. 



APPENDDC D 

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF NEWSPAPER EDITORS, 

CANONS OF JOURNAUSM 

The primary function of newspapers is to communicate to the human race 

what its members do, fell, and think. Journalism, therefore, demands of its 

practitioners the widest range of intelligence, of knowledge, and of experience, 

as well as natural and trained powers of observation and reasoning. To its 

opportunities as a chronicle are indissolubly linked its obligations as teacher 

and interpreter. 

To the end of finding some means of codifying sound practice and just 

aspirations of American journalism these canons are set forth: 

Responsibility. The right of a newspaper to attraa and hold readers is 

restriaed by nothing but considerations of public welfare. The use a 

newspaper makes of the share of public attention it gains serves to determine 

its sense of responsibility, which it shares with every member of its staff. A 

journalist who uses his power for any selfish or other unworthy purpose is 

faithless to a high trust. 

n 
Freedom of the Press. Freedom of the press is to be guarded as a vital 

right of mankind. It is the unquestionable right to discuss whatever is not 

explicitly forbidden by law, induding the wisdom of any restridtve statute. 

Adopted by the ASNE Committee on Ethics, 1923 
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m 
Independences. Freedom from all obligations except that of fidelity to the 

public interest is vital. 

1. Promotion of any private interest contrary to the public welfare, for 

whatever reason, is not compatible with honest journalism. So-called news 

communications from private sources should not be published without public 

notice of their source or else substantiation of their claims to value as news, 

both in from and substance. 

2. Partisanship in editorial comment which knowingly departs from the 

truth, does violence to the best spirit of American journalism: in the news 

columns it is subversive of a fundamental prindple of the profession. 

IV 

Sincerity, Truthfulness, Accuracy. Good faith with the reader is the 

foundation of all journalism worthy of the name. 

1. By every consideration of good faith a newspaper is constrained to be 

truthfiil. It is not to be excused for lack of thoroughness or accuracy within its 

control or failure to obtain command of these essential qualities. 

2. Newspaper headlines should be full warranted by the concerns of the 

artides they surmount. 

V 

Impartiality. Sound practice makes dear distinctions between news 

reports and expressions of opinioa News reports should be free of opinion or 

bias of any kind. 
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1. This rule does not apply to so-called artides unmistakably devoted to 

advocacy or characterized by a signature authorizing the writer's own 

condusions and interpretations. 

VI 

Fair Play. A newspaper should not publish unofficial charges affecting 

reputation or moral character without opportunity given to the accused to be 

heard: right practice demands the giving of such opportunity in all cases of 

serious accusation outside judicial proceedings. 

1. A newspaper should not invade private rights or feelings without sure 

warrant of public right as distinguished from public curiosity. 

2. It is the privilege, as it is the duty, of a newspaper to make prompt 

and complete correction of its own serious mistakes of faa or opinion, 

whatever their origin. 

VII 

Decency. A newspaper cannot escape conviction of insincerity of while 

professing high moral purpose it supplies incentives to base conduct, such as 

are to be found in details of creme and vice, publication of which is not 

demonstrably for the public good. Lacking authority to enforce its canons, the 

journalism here represented can but express the hope that deliberate pandering 

to vicious instincts will encounter effective public disapproval or yield to the 

influence of a preponderant professional condemnation. 
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